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Summary

Introduction
The environmental DNA method (abbreviation: eDNA method) is a relatively new approach 
used to monitor the distribution of  species. Using this method it is possible to detect species 
without actually seeing or catching them. The method uses DNA-based identification, also called 
barcoding, to detect species from extracellular DNA, or cell debris, that species leave behind in 
the environment. Research has shown that in water eDNA breaks down within a few days to a 
month. Therefore the detection of  a species’ DNA in the water confirms its recent presence. In 
other environments, such as soils and sediments, the persistence of  eDNA can be much longer, 
under specific conditions up to hundreds thousands of  years. Therefore, it is more difficult in 
those environments to confirm current presence of  a species based on eDNA (H2.2). Factors 
that influence the degradation of  eDNA, and hence influence the chance of  detecting a species 
using the eDNA method, are water (DNA hydrolysis), endonucleases, UV radiation, bacteria and 
fungi (H2.3). 

eDNA: one species or a complete list of  species?
There are two approaches when using the eDNA method; a species specific approach, and an ap-
proach that focuses on the detection of  multiple species from one sample. The first approach fo-
cuses on a single species (H3). In this approach eDNA in a sample is analysed using a Polymerase 
Chain Reaction (PCR) or quantitative PCR (qPCR) and species specific primers. Only when DNA 
of  the target species is present in the sample will DNA be amplified in the PCR. The design and 
testing of  these species specific primers forms a crucial part of  developing a reliable method. The 
primers should target a short DNA fragment since eDNA fragments are typically shorter than 150 
basepairs due to degradation of  DNA in the environment. The primers are first tested in silico: 
meaning that the primers are tested bioinformatically, against all known sequences in public and 
private databases. The aim is to find primers that will only bind to DNA of  the target species and 
not to DNA of  other, non-target species. Secondly the primers are tested in vitro: the primers are 
tested on DNA extracted from tissue samples of  the target species and closely related species (as 
a control). Finally, the primers are tested in situ: the eDNA method is tested, ideally on a minimum 
of  3 locations, with a low density of  the target species, 3 locations with a high density of  the tar-
get species, and 3 locations with known absence of  the target species. In this way it is possible to 
evaluate the eDNA method and estimate  the chance of  detecting, or detection probability (H3.1) 

The second approach focuses on the simultaneous detection of  a (large) number of  species (H4). 
There are two different approaches that can be used to achieve this; the multiple species-specific 
approach, and the universal approach via eDNA metabarcoding. The multiple species-specific 
approach uses several species specific primers. This approach is only suitable for the simultane-
ous detection of  a few species (+/- 3) as the amount of  eDNA in a sample is limited. Another 
limitation of  this approach is that it is an a priori approach, where only species for which species 
specific primers are used will be detected (H4.1). Using the universal approach, primers that am-
plify a whole group of  species are used (for example fish, amphibians or arthropods). After the 
amplification of  DNA in the PCR, the product is sequenced with a ‘Next Generation Sequencer’ 
(NGS). The amplified sequences are matched to sequences in a reference database to generate a 
list of  species present. This method is called eDNA metabarcoding (H4.2).  eDNA metabarco-
ding is a very powerful approach, allowing the detection of  many different species belonging to 
one, or multiple taxonomic groups, without any prior knowledge of  species distribution in the 
study area. This makes the method highly applicable for invasive alien species (IAS) research in 
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habitats with little prior knowledge of  possible species composition, e.g. ballast water, or in poorly 
investigated habitats, or species groups. 

Experiences in projets
The eDNA method has already been successfully applied to a large number of  species from dif-
ferent taxonomic groups (H8). The success of  the eDNA method depends on the habitat inves-
tigated. The best results come from aquatic habitats, as DNA in water can spread over a larger 
area, away from its source, increasing it’s the chance of  detection. Also, the persistence of  eDNA 
in aquatic habitats is relatively low so it is possible to draw conclusions on the current presence 
of  species. Within aquatic habitats the eDNA method performs better in small/stagnant waters 
than in large/flowing waters. This is because there is increased dilution of  eDNA in large/flowing 
waters which decreases the chance of  species detection (H9.1). The eDNA method can also be 
applied in sediments and soils. In these habitats eDNA can persist for much longer than in aqua-
tic habitats, making it harder to reliably determine if  eDNA found comes from species recent 
or historical presence. A second draw back of  using the eDNA methods in soils is because the 
DNA does not spread as it does in water. This decreases the chance of  it being collected by non 
site specific/directed sampling (H9.2). Another successful and practical application of  the eDNA 
method is to identify species from faecal samples (H9.3). Finally, “environmental samplers” can 
be employed using the eDNA techniques. These are species that feed on other organisms and 
thereby collect DNA of  other species in the process. Examples of  samples that can be sued in this 
manner are honey of  bees, blood in leeches, owl pellets, and carnivore faeces (H9.4). 
The success of  the eDNA method also depends on certain characteristics of  the target species. 
Species that release lots of  DNA in their environment are easier to detect than species that release 
little; for example fish and amphibians are expected to release more eDNA in the environment 
due to their slimy skin, than arthropods with their hard exoskeletons. The preferred habitat of  a 
species also plays a role. Species that live in small isolated waters are easier to detect than species 
that live in large rivers or terrestrial habitats. The typical densities at which a species occurs in a 
system is also important. Territorial species for example tend to occur at lower densities thereby 
decreasing the chance of  detection (H8.3). 

Advantages of  the eDNA mehod
There are several important advantages of  the eDNA method over traditional methods. (H12.1). 
Due to the higher chance of  detection, especially for secretive species, or species occurring at 
low densities, less effort is needed to detect a species using the eDNA method when compared 
with more traditional sampling techniques. Therefore, for many species, the eDNA method is 
more cost-effective than traditional methods (H10). As it is unnecessary to catch species to detect 
their presence, the method is non-invasive and does not damage habitats. Also, the chance of  
unintended introductions of  IAS or diseases via field materials is strongly reduced as the eDNA 
method only uses sterile materials (to prevent contamination with DNA). Misidentifications can 
also be excluded with the use of  validated species specific primers. Finally, the eDNA method can, 
in some cases, provide higher taxonomic resolution, especially in cases where species cannot be 
distinguished based on morphological characteristics.  
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Disadvantages of  the eDNA mehod
There are also several important disadvantages of  the eDNA method, when compared to tra-
ditional methods (H12.2). The relation between the amount of  eDNA and the densities of  the 
target species has been investigated multiple times. In aquaria and mesocosmos experiments, a 
significant relationship has been found, the higher the density of  the target species, the higher 
the amount of  eDNA present. Under natural conditions however, the degradation and dilution 
of  eDNA is influenced by a large number factors. The sampling strategy also strongly influences 
the amount of  eDNA in the samples, by influencing the chances of  sampling close to, or far away 
from, the target species. Therefore, under natural conditions, the relationship between the amount 
of  eDNA and the density of  a species has been shown as an indicator of  species densities but 
the eDNA method cannot, currently, provide absolute densities. However, it should be noted that 
often traditional methods are also unable to give information on absolute densities (H6). Also, the 
eDNA method only collects information about the presence or absence of  the target species. It 
does not provide any information regarding factors such as the life stage, reproduction and fitness 
of  a species. Lastly, hybrids cannot be distinguished from their maternal species based on eDNA, 
as most eDNA studies focus on mitochondrial DNA that is inherited only from the mother. 

Applicability in IAS research
The eDNA method is a very useful tool for IAS studies. The early warning of  the presence of  an 
IAS, and a rapid response are crucial for successful prevention of  IAS establishment, and to mi-
tigate the negative impacts of  invasions. In the early stages, after its introduction, invasive species 
often still occur at low densities which make them hard to detect. The higher chances of  detection 
using the eDNA method can contribute to rapid detection. The eDNA method can also be used 
to gather knowledge for management actions (e.g. where is  the IAS is present?) and to evaluate 
the results of  those actions (e.g. is the IAS really eradicated?). The eDNA method has already 
been successfully applied for a large number of  IAS, for example, American Bull frog, Italian cre-
sted newt and Red-swamp crayfish. It is expected that the eDNA method will also be useful for a 
large number of  other IAS (H11)

Perspectives for the future and crucial quality assurance
The eDNA method offers great opportunities to monitor IAS and threatened species. The eDNA 
method has already been successfully used in many such projects. More research in the near future 
will likely further increase the detection probabilities and reliability. It is important to note that 
it is challenging to work with such small amounts of  DNA. Made more so because DNA is not 
visible to the naked eye throughout the process, from sampling to analysis. Also, because results 
from one study cannot be translated directly to other studies that use different primers, sampling 
methods, lab and field protocols etc. It is crucial that for each species the entire process, from 
sampling through to analysis, goes through extensive testing before implementing the method 
into other projects. On the next pages the factors that influence the reliability of  an eDNA assay 
are summarized in a checklist. 
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Checklist reliability eDNA research

There are many factors that influence the reliability of  the outcomes of  an eDNA assay. Below we 
give a checklist of  the most important factors which suppliers and clients can use to make their own 
assessment as to the likely reliability of  an assay. 

Primers used: : the primers used should target short DNA fragments as fragments typically found 
in eDNA are usually not longer than 150 base pairs. The primers need to be validated following 
three steps (Chapter 3.1):
•	 In	Silico: designing and testing the primers bioinformatically on a computer 
•	 In	Vitro: testing the primers in the lab on tissue samples of  the target, and closely related, 

species
•	 In	Situ: htesting the primers on field samples, collected from locations with known high and low 

density of  the target species, and from locations where the target species is absent, as a control. 

Detection probability: the strength of  the applied assay, from sampling up to analyses should be 
tested to determine the detection probability. This detection probability is crucial for interpreting 
negative outcomes (i.e. was the species really not present or did the method fail?). The detection 
probability should be tested at a number of  representative locations (as well as with high as low 
densities and in a variety of  habitats) (Chapter 8)

Number of  PCR-replicates:  the number of  PCR replicates performed on each sample influences 
the detection probability. A large number of  PCR replicates is recommended (8 to 12) to increase 
the detection probability (Chapter 3.5). 

Check for inhibition: organic materials can bind to DNA and therefore inhibit amplification. This 
should be checked by adding a synthetic gene to the samples to identify the presence of  inhibitors. 
(Chapter 3.5). 

Negative control extraction and PCR: negative controls should be included for the extraction 
and for the PCR analysis. This will allow for detection of  sample and reagent contamination 
(Chapter 3.6).  

Positive control PCR: a positive control should be added to the PCR analysis using DNA of  the 
target species. In this way the success/reliability of  the PCR can be monitored (Chapter 3.6). 

Field and ecological knowledge: knowledge on the ecology and behavior of  a species and adjus-
tments of  the sampling strategy (where and when to sample) is crucial for a successful application 
of  the eDNA method. If  a sample is collected close to the target species the detection probability 
increases (Chapter 3.3 and box 3.3). 
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checklist reliability eDNA research

Lab equipped for working with eDNA: when working with eDNA the same precautions should 
be taken as when working on ancient DNA. The different steps (extraction, adding controls, PCR) 
should be carried out in isolated rooms, physically separated from each other. Preferably, those 
rooms should have their own pressure regulations (to prevent DNA coming in from other areas) 
and UV treatment (to break down potential contaminant DNA) (Chapter 3.6). 

PCR vs qPCR: qPCR is preferred over conventional PCR as it is more sensitive and more specific 
(because of  the use of  a probe, target DNA is checked on three, instead of  two, sequences thereby 
reducing the chances of  amplifying non-target species DNA).  (Box 3.4).  

Multispecific approach: there are two methods to detect multiple species from one sample:
• Species specific approach: in this approach multiple primers specific for one target species are 

used. The disadvantage of  this method is that the amount of  extracted DNA in a sample is 
limited and therefore only few species (+/- 3) can be tested from one sample. Secondly, this is 
an a priori method in which only species for which species specific primers are added will be 
found. Unexpected species will be missed (Chapter 4.1). 

• Universal approach: in this approach universal primers that amplify the DNA of  a group of  
species are used. The PCR product is then sequenced using Next Generation Sequencing, and 
the sequences are matched to a reference database to generate a list of  species present. Ad-
vantages of  this method are the large number of  species that can be analyzed in parallel and 
potential to detect unexpected species (within the targeted group) (Chapter 4.2)

Reference databases: the use of  reliable reference databases is preferable. Public databases are 
useful but often contain misidentifications or sequencing errors. Private reference databases, once 
well validated, do not have that problem (Chapter 4.2). 
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Introduction

Why this report?

The environmental DNA method (abbreviation:  eDNA method) is a relatively new approach 
to monitor species distribution. In this method DNA-based species identification or DNA bar-
coding is used in order to detect species through extracellular DNA or cellular debris, present in 
environmental samples, coming from cell lysis or living organism excretion or secretion (Valentini 
et	al., 2009b). In this way it is possible to detect species without catching, seeing or hearing the 
organisms themselves. The first application of  the method in aquatic environments dates back to 
2008. In this study, the invasive American bullfrog (Lithobates	catesbeianus) was successfully detected 
with the eDNA method in natural wetlands in France (Ficetola et	al., 2008). Since this publication, 
research on the method has gained momentum and researchers worldwide continued to develop 
and improve eDNA applications for a range of  species covering several taxa. Research has focu-
sed not only on eDNA applications for more species, but also on fundamental questions like the 
persistence and dispersion of  eDNA in different environments (see chapter 2 and 9), detection 
probabilities (see chapter 8) and the relationship between eDNA and densities of  organisms (see 
chapter 6). Furthermore multispecific eDNA methods have been developed to allow a commu-
nity of  species to be monitored instead of  merely a single target species (see chapter 4). Many 
studies have shown that, depending on the species, the eDNA technique has proved to be more 
sensitive than conventional monitoring and is therefore more cost-effective (see chapter 10). The 
vast potential of  the method to monitor endangered or invasive alien species (IAS), has been 
noted by researchers, ecologists, managers, and many organizations in the field of  nature conser-
vation and water management.
 
This report has been commissioned by Bureau Risicobeoordeling & Onderzoeksprogrammering 
(BuRO). BuRO is part of  the Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority. They 
provide knowledge based advice to the Ministries of  Economic Affairs and Health, Welfare and 
Sport, and other parties where there is an urgent need or upon request. The Invasive Species 
Team (TIE in Dutch) is part of  BuRO and provides information to the Ministry of  Economic 
affairs for creating and maintaining their policies on invasive species management. The aim of  
BURO is to prevent and reduce the negative impact of  IAS in the Netherlands. This is achieved 
through surveillance and monitoring, risk assessments, advice, research, risk communication and, 
if  needed and possible, the initiation of  measures against IAS. Invasive species establishment can 
lead to ecological, economic and social damage (see chapter 11). Therefore, BuRO is especially 
interested in the eDNA method as a means to monitor the presence and spread of  invasive spe-
cies in a (cost) effective way. 
The chances of  success for management actions are greatest in the early stages of  invasion, 
when populations are small and not widely dispersed. Early detection of  IAS is therefore crucial. 
Aquatic IAS that have recently been introduced in an area are often difficult to detect using the 
traditional monitoring methods because of  the low population densities. Environmental DNA 
might therefore, prove to be a good supplement or alternative to traditional monitoring. Given 
that the eDNA method is relatively new, there are still many questions about the possibilities and 
limitations for example; how reliable and cost-effective is the method? (see chapter 10), which 
precautions should be taken into account for implementing the method? (see chapter 3, 4 and 7). 

1

1.1 
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1.2 

1.3 

Definitions

Terminology on DNA-based methods for species identification can be confusing. In the interests 
of  clarity, the following section clearly states the intended definitions for terminology used in 
this report.. The term “DNA barcoding” is used for species identification based on good quality 
DNA. The word “meta” is added when multiple species are identified from a single sample, e.g. 
DNA metabarcoding (Taberlet et	al., 2012). In conventional DNA barcoding, and DNA meta-
barcoding, tissue samples from species or bulk samples containing the organisms themselves (for 
example diatoms or macrofauna) are used. When complex environmental samples (like water, 
soil or feaces) containing DNA are used, one speaks of  environmental DNA (meta)barcoding. 
Compared to conventional DNA barcoding, the use of  environmental samples brings multiple 
challenges. The DNA in environmental samples is typically highly degraded into fragments of  
often less than 150 bp (Deagle et	al., 2006) and not always easy to extract. Therefore, primer de-
sign, sampling, storage, extraction and analyses have had to be adapted accordingly (see chapters 
3 and 4).  Secondly, because of  working with extremely rare DNA, precautions must be taken to 
prevent contamination leading to false positives. This is similar to precautions used in studies of  
ancient DNA.  If  the DNA sampling and extraction is not appropriate, or if  the amplification is 
not properly adjusted, false negative can be obtained (see chapter 3 and 7). This report focuses 
on environmental DNA Barcoding and environmental DNA metabarcoding (in short eDNA).

Aim of this report

This report gives an objective overview of  current possibilities and limitations for monitoring 
(invasive) species with eDNA, pitfalls for working with this method, and perspectives for the fu-
ture.  The report has been written in English, by an international team of  scientists and has been 
translated to be available in Dutch. Our aim is to make knowledge on eDNA accessible to not 
only scientists, but also policy makers, managers, ecologists and conservationists. This will allow 
informed choices as to whether they, or their organizations can benefit from implementing the 
eDNA method of  monitoring. Finally, this report discusses various factors that influence the reli-
ability of  the eDNA method. This enables end users to understand the trade offs between quality 
and prices offered by organisations offering eDNA monitoring. 

Figure	1.1:	American	bullfrog,		a	species	that	can	be	detected	with	the	eDNA	method.
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Box 1.1: terminology

Taberlet et al. (2012) give a clear overview of  the different terminology used in a schedule based on 
three parameters that are put on different axes: 

1 The type of  primers that are used: standardised barcodes that are used in conventional barcoding 
projects. Those primers focus on a particular area of  the mitochondrial CO1 Gene for animals (He-
bert et	al., 2003) and on 2 fragments of  chloroplasts (rbcL and matK) for plants. Or other primers 
(“mini barcodes”) that focus on smaller fragments needed for use with degraded DNA.  

2. The level at which identifications can be made. Some primers can only identify to genus, family 
or order level. Other primers can make an identification to species level. 

3. The complexity of  the sample. Samples can contain DNA from a single specimen (for example 
tissue samples) or samples can contain DNA from multiple specimens (e.g. bulk samples of  macro-
fauna or water samples that contain eDNA).
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Reading guide

The chapter titles are formulated as questions which will be answered in the following chapter. In 
this way the reader can quickly see where they can find the information they require. Chapter 2 
describes in detail, what eDNA is, and what it can be used for. Chapter 3 and 4 discuss methods 
to detect single or multiple species with eDNA. Chapter 5 gives an overview of  other techniques 
that make use of  eDNA. Chapter 6 looks into the relationship between the density of  a species 
and the amount of  DNA present. Chapter 7 gives an extensive overview of  factors that could lead 
to false positives and negatives, and ways to prevent them. Detection probabilities for different 
species are discussed in chapter 8. Chapter 9 deals with the different habitats in which the eDNA 
method can be applied. Cost effectiveness of  the eDNA method compared to traditional me-
thods is discussed in chapter 10. Chapter 11 focuses on eDNA and Invasive Alien Species (IAS). 
Finally chapter 12 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of  the eDNA method compared to 
traditional methods, gives perspectives for the future and summarises those fields in which more 
research is needed. 

1.4
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What is eDNA?

Origins of eDNA in the environment

Environmental DNA (eDNA) is DNA that has been released by an organism into the environ-
ment, via faeces, hair, urine, skin, gametes, etc. This DNA can be extracted from environmental 
samples such as soil, water, faeces etc. without having to isolate the target organism. It is com-
posed of  intracellular DNA (content in living cells) and extracellular DNA (from natural cell 
death and the subsequent destruction of  its structure). eDNA is characterized by a complex 
mixture of  nuclear, mitochondrial and chloroplast DNA from different organisms (Taberlet et	al., 
2012) and allows the detection of  species at any life stage and from both sexes. It is also possible 
to detect eDNA released from dead organisms, until the complete decomposition. The rate of  
decomposition depends on the environment. 

Persistence of eDNA in different environments 

Once released in the environment, DNA may be transformed or degraded by biotic and abiotic 
factors or it may persist, be adsorbed in organic or inorganic particles (Levy-Booth et	al., 2007). 
Aquaria experiments have demonstrated that species start to release DNA just after their place-
ment in the container. After 3-5 h DNA degradation intervenes and starts to equilibrate with the 
quantity of  DNA released (Pilliod et	al., 2014). The DNA persistence in aquaria experiments was 
calculated to range from one or two weeks (Piaggio et	al., 2014; Thomsen et	al., 2012a) up to nearly 
one month (Dejean et	al., 2011). In those experiments, water was kept at constant room tempera-
ture and the sample tanks were placed in a room with no direct sunlight. The discrepancy between 
the results obtained by Dejean et al. (2011) and those obtained by Thomsen et al. (2012a) could 
be explained by the differences in animal density: the minimum density of  bullfrog tadpoles in the 
experiment conducted by Dejean et al. (2011) was ca. 1,1 larvae per litre whereas in the study of  
Thomsen et al. (2012a), Pelobates	fuscus and Triturus	cristatus larval density was nearly 90 times lower 
(0,0125 larvae per litre).

Many studies have investigated the DNA persistence in nature, in different environments (marine, 
freshwater or terrestrial) and on different substrates (water, soils and sediments). In marine and 
freshwater environments, eDNA persistence varies considerably between studies, ranging from 
a few hours (Dell’Anno and Corinaldesi, 2004) up to a month (Deere et	al., 1996; Dejean et	al., 
2011), depending on the studied environment and the method used for DNA detection. It was 
also demonstrated that eDNA persistence may vary within the water column. For example, Matsui 
et al. (2001) have reported a higher DNA degradation in the epilimnion (the upper, warmer, layer 
in a thermally stratified lake more exposed to UV radiation) than in the hypolimnion (the bottom, 
colder, layer in a thermally stratified lake). In running waters, eDNA persistence is even lower 
than in marine systems (Dell’Anno and Corinaldesi, 2004). Pilliod et al. (2014) demonstrated that 
eDNA can be detected only for one hour after the removal of  the species in running waters. This 
short detection time is due to the stream flow and related dilution rather than DNA degradation, 
which is an important variable when dealing with running water systems. For practical use in IAS 
early warning systems, the measured differences in persistence in water are of  little relevance as 
the method produces results fast enough to ensure recent presence of  the target species.

Persistence of  eDNA varies with several orders of  magnitude between different environmental 
samples, which reflects the environmental conditions under which DNA is preserved. In general, 

2

2.1 

2.2 
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cold and dry conditions severely slows down DNA degradation whereas, warm and wet conditi-
ons rapidly facilitate degradation (Willerslev and Cooper 2005). 
In sediments and in terrestrial soils, a very low proportion of  DNA can persist for long periods, 
adsorbed to organic or inorganic particles that protect it from several possible degradation agents. 
In marine sediments Dell’Anno and Corinaldesi (2004) have demonstrated that extracellular DNA 
turnover is ca. 200 times slower than in sea water (up to 93 days in sediments versus 10 h in seawa-
ter). The DNA persistence is strictly related to the nature of  the sediment, e.g., in loamy sediment 
the persistence time may be similar to the persistence in the water column (Deere et	al., 1996). 
However, in particular conditions DNA can be preserved for hundreds of  thousands of  years, e.g. 
Coolen and Overmann (2007) were able to analyse DNA in 217,000 year-old anoxic sediments.
DNA persistence is similar in terrestrial sediments and can last up to 400.000 years in permafrost 
sediments (e.g. Willerslev et	al., 2003). Similarly, analysis of  ancient communities of  plants and 
animals in Greenland was possible using 450,000 to 800,000 year old silty ice samples, extracted 
from the bottom of  the Greenland ice cap (Willerslev et	al., 2007), demonstrating that in particular 
conditions, eDNA can be conserved for extremely long periods.
For contemporary soil samples (top soil), an empirical study on formerly cultivated alpine me-
adows (with a rotation of  cereals and potatoes) that were abandoned at different dates between 
1810 and 1986, demonstrated that, in temperate soils, DNA can persist over decades, but with a 
lower detection after 40–50 years (Yoccoz et	al., 2012).
In contemporary aquatic environments, eDNA persistence is much shorter and can be used to 
give a “snapshot” of  the species present in this particular environment at the time of  sampling, or 
a few days to weeks before. In this context, eDNA can be used as a powerful tool to track current 
presence of  species. On the other hand, DNA preserved in sediment or soil samples can be used 
to obtain an integrative picture of  the present or past biodiversity (e.g. the changes in arctic vege-
tation over the last 50 thousand years (Willerslev et	al., 2014), the impact of  alternative inundation 
and drought on eukaryotic biodiversity in semi-arid floodplains (Baldwin et	al., 2013), the recon-
struction of  livestock farming history since the Neolithic Period (Giguet-Covex et	al., 2014), or 
also the floristic history of  the last 10 000 years of  Lake Comarum in South Greenland (Pedersen 
et	al., 2013)). This allows tracking past species invasion or detection of  rare or threatened species.

Factors influencing the amount of DNA

Soon after the cells death, DNA starts to degrade: endogenous nucleases, water, UV radiation, 
and the action of  bacteria and fungi in the environment, contribute to its decay (Shapiro, 2008).
Endogenous nucleases correspond to the main factor that influences the quantity of  eDNA in 
the environment (Hebsgaard et	al., 2005). Endonucleases are enzymes that cut the nucleic acids 
into smaller fragments. Furthermore, the rupture of  the cell structure will release DNA and cel-
lular fluids into the environment. This will, in turn, stimulate the growth of  microorganisms and 
lead to further DNA degradation by their exogenous DNases (Hebsgaard et	al., 2005; Willerslev 
and Cooper, 2005). Micro-organisms use DNA as a source of  nutrients (carbon, nitrogen and 
phosphorus), and also to repair damage to their own DNA (Chen and Dubnau, 2004). The action 
of  endonucleases and micro-organisms may be slowed or even inactivated at low temperature 
(Hofreiter et	al., 2001; Zhu, 2006). 
In aquatic ecosystems, the main process that causes DNA damage is probably DNA hydrolysis, 
and more specifically depurination. Depurination causes the loss of  bases (adenine or guanine 
preferentially) as a consequence of  breakage of  the sugar backbone (Lindahl, 1993). DNA hy-
drolysis occurs only in environments or samples containing water. In order to stop this process, 
samples should be quickly dried, or put in a solution saturated with alcohol.

2.3 
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DNA oxidation will cause modification in DNA bases by the direct interaction of  ionizing radi-
ation with the DNA, and by the interaction of  DNA with free radicals in the water, created by 
ionizing radiation (Höss et	al., 1996). DNA oxidation can be caused by UV radiation. UV radiation 
can disrupt the DNA base-pair bonds and DNA dimeric pyrimidine lesions, as a consequence 
of  the direct absorption of  UVB photons by the DNA (Ravanat et	al., 2001). The effect of  UV 
radiation on eDNA detectability was investigated by Pilliod et al. (2014). They demonstrated that 
eDNA was no longer detectable in samples that were exposed to full-sun after 8 days, but they 
could detect eDNA in samples that were stored in the dark after 11 and 18 days, showing the 
direct effect of  UV radiation on eDNA. 
 
Finally, inter-strand crosslinks are another source of  DNA damage, caused by various environ-
mental agents. They influence the accessibility to DNA-polymerases and prevent DNA strand 
separation, which blocks DNA replication (Noll et	al., 2006). As a consequence, amplification of  
DNA extracted from an environmental sample (water, soil, etc.) is prevented (Hansen et	al., 2006), 
and the species will not be detected. 

The decreased detection of  DNA in the water column could also be due to the absorption of  
DNA by sediments and organic matter present in the water (Deere et	al., 1996). Corinaldesi et al. 
(2008) investigated which environmental factors (temperature, salinity, organic matter loads, and 
redox potentials) could affect extracellular DNA damage and its degradation rates in several ma-
rine sediments. They demonstrated that damage rates of  extracellular DNA do not depend on a 
single factor (e.g. temperature) but on a complex interaction of  different factors.
Knowledge of  the possible factors influencing the quantity of  eDNA in the environments will 
permit the calculation of  estimates as to the fate of  eDNA in environments where DNA per-
sistence has not yet been tested. For instance, in ballast waters the UV radiation effect would be 
negligible, but DNA hydrolysis and microorganism intake may be the main factors operating in 
this special environment. It could be hypothesised that the eDNA in ballast waters will have a 
similar fate as eDNA in any other aquatic systems, and that it may be detectable for up to a month. 
However, detailed analysis should be performed to confirm this hypothesis.

Limitations of eDNA

The majority of  eDNA studies use a mitochondrial gene as a marker. There are only two copies 
of  nuclear DNA per cell versus hundreds to thousands of  copies of  mitochondrial DNA (mt-
DNA) (Robin and Wong, 1988). This high copy number enhances the likelihood of  detection of  
the DNA in degraded samples such as environmental samples. Furthermore, some mitochondrial 
genes (e.g. Cytochrome oxidase I, cytochrome b, control region) also have an evolutionary rate, 
which makes them more appropriate for species identification based on the genetic variation. 
Nevertheless, the use of  mtDNA also has disadvantages: apart from a few rare cases (e.g. Zouros 
et	al., 1994), mtDNA is usually maternally inherited (Giles et	al., 1980), which does not allow the 
identification of  hybrid organisms in the environment, but only permits determination the ma-
ternal species of  the organism. This is a major limitation in cases where an invasive species hybri-
dizes with a native species, such as in the case of  Triturus carnifex (invasive species) and Triturus	
cristatus (native species) in the UK, Basin of  Geneva (Switzerland and adjacent France), and the 
Netherlands (Arntzen and Thorpe, 1999; Brede et	al., 2000; Delft et	al., 2013). 
eDNA is highly degraded and the fragment size rarely exceeds 150 bp (Deagle et	al., 2006). This 
short fragment may not have enough genetic information to allow discrimination between indi-
viduals or sometimes even between species. This type of  analysis is possible through the analysis 

2.4 
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of  faecal samples, when each faeces is collected individually, and the relatively high amount of  
DNA from the defecating organism enables the analysis of  nuclear markers and individual iden-
tification. The possibility of  identifying DNA from different individuals could potentially allow 
for determining their sex, monitoring of  the population and/or metapopulation and estimating 
effective population sizes etc. 

Figure	2.1:	Larvae	of 	the	natterjack	toad	(Bufo	calamita),	with	traditional	methods	it	is	possible	to	asses	repro-
duction	succes	and	life	stages.	
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How can a single species be detected with eDNA? 

The eDNA method is based on the fact the all species leave DNA traces in their environment. 
This DNA can be collected (e.g. in soil, water or faecal samples). After collection, the DNA is 
extracted from the samples and analysed using Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) or quantitative 
PCR (qPCR) with a species-specific oligo system (see box 3.1). In this chapter we describe the 
primer design and validation, different sampling strategies, storage, extraction and analyses. Fi-
nally we will discuss basic requirements for labs working with eDNA and quality control for all 
steps. Those are needed to minimize the chance of  false positives (DNA from the target species 
is detected but not actually present at the sampling site) and false negatives (the species was not 
detected but actually present at the sampling site). In chapter 7 different sources of  false positives 
and negatives are discussed in detail. 

Primer design and validation for species-specific eDNA primers

The persistence of  eDNA is relatively low in most environments (see chapter 2). Long DNA frag-
ments degrade rapidly into shorter fragments. These short DNA fragments (usually less than 150 
base pairs) are then slowly degraded and are easier to recover from environmental samples than 
longer fragments (Deagle et	al., 2006). For this reason, longer fragments commonly used in other 
genetic fields (e.g. DNA Barcoding COI (Hebert et	al., 2003)) are not efficient in eDNA studies. 
Primers should be specifically designed for the target species and they should not amplify a DNA 
region longer than 150 base pairs, in order to enhance the chance of  species detection. But before 
the eDNA analysis, primer reliability, robustness, and specificity, must be assessed as the quality of  
primer design greatly influences analysis (e.g. Wilcox et al. 2013). Primers must be tested in silico, 
then in vitro and finally they must be validated in situ (Figure 3.1). 

In	silico	tests
Primer design is crucial in eDNA studies. Fortunately, a program has been specifically written for 
designing new primer pairs according to the constraints of  working with eDNA  (Riaz et	al., 2011). 
The primer pairs can be then tested in silico against all known sequences in public or private data-
bases. This test allows the investigation of  all species that can potentially be amplified using these 
primers. This analysis can be performed using dedicated software, such as ecoPCR (Bellemain et	
al., 2010; Ficetola et	al., 2010) using primer-BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-
blast/). The outcome should be a system that allows amplification of  the target species, while 
minimizing amplification of  non-target species.

In	vitro	tests
During the in vitro step, DNA is extracted from tissue samples of  the target species (or swab 
samples, in the case of  protected species for instance) collected from a few different specimens, 
preferentially from different populations, to include possible geographic genetic variation. Tissue 
samples from different, closely related, species living in the same environment as the target species 
should be extracted and tested simultaneously to assess the specificity of  the primers. 
The minimum amount of  target DNA sequence that can be detected in a sample using the de-
signed marker (Limit Of  Detection, LOD) should be established. If  the analysis is performed 
using a qPCR, the lowest amount of  target DNA that yields an acceptable level of  precision and 
accuracy (Limit Of  Quantification, LOQ) should also be estimated. These two parameters can be 
estimated by running a dilution series of  a known amount of  DNA, with several PCR replicates 
per concentration. 

3

3.1 
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In	situ	tests	
eDNA samples are ideally collected at a minimum of  three sites where the target species is present 
at high densities, at three sites where the species is present at low densities and at three sites where 
the species is absent. The analysis is carried out on DNA extracted from these samples in order to 
test the reliability of  the primers (and sampling methods) in natural conditions. 

If  the designed primer-system does not pass all three tests (in silico, in vitro and in situ), a new 
oligo system design must be created. If  the analysis is performed with quantitative PCR using a  
probe, the same rules should be applied to the probe. 

Figure	3.1:	Procedure	for	testing	primer	(or	probe)	reliability,	robustness	and	specificity.
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Box 3.1 - Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is 
a biochemical technique used to amplify 
few copies of  a DNA fragment across 
several orders of  magnitude, generating 
thousands to millions of  copies of  a par-
ticular DNA sequence. In this way enough 
DNA is created to be visualized or used 
in subsequent processes, such as sequen-
cing. DNA is composed of  a double helix, 
thus there are two, complementary, DNA 
strands attached to each other (the nucle-
otides A opposed to T and C as opposed 
to G). When a primer binds to one of  the 
two strands, the polymerase synthesizes a 
new DNA strand starting from the primer, 
using free nucleotides present in the PCR 
mix.

The figure shows the PCR schematically. 

The reaction consists of  three steps:

Denaturation: by increasing the tempera-
ture (up to 90-96°C) the double-stranded 
DNA is separated into single stranded 
DNA

Annealing: by lowering the temperature to 
a temperature of  between 45 and 60 ° C, 
the primers (small pieces of  DNA that are 
specific to a particular DNA target code) 
can bind to the single-stranded DNA. Be-
cause the primers are in high concentra-
tion and consist of  short pieces, they move 
much faster in the solution than the large, 
bulky, single-stranded DNA. As a result, 
there is not enough time for the single-stranded DNA to repair the denaturation, yet the primers 
have enough time to bind to the single stranded DNA.

Elongation: the polymerase enzyme elongates the DNA strands between the primers. After this 
cycle, the solution contains double the desired DNA (the segment between the primers). The other 
sections of  the original DNA are not increased. By repeating this cycle (approximately 30-50 times), 
the desired DNA grows exponentially. Because the other DNA present in the solution is not multi-
plied, it’s presence is negligible in the final product. 

Figure	wikipedia
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Sampling methods and strategies

After validation of  primers and probes in the laboratory, the sampling protocol used in the field is 
another keystone in eDNA analysis. Even if  all the genetic procedures are robust, eDNA analysis 
is not exploitable without a reliable sampling strategy.

Faecal	samples
When using faecal samples, the most common strategy consists of  collecting the samples indivi-
dually, and dehydrating them quickly by placing the material into alcohol or into a tube filled with 
silica gel or a combination of  both methods. 

Soil	samples
When soil samples are used as a source of  eDNA, several soil cores are collected separately (e.g. 
Yoccoz et	al., 2012), or pooled together to obtain a maximum representation of  the local biodiver-
sity (e.g. Taberlet et	al., 2012). The samples are usually then frozen before DNA extraction, or are 
processed directly after sampling (e.g. Taberlet et	al., 2012). 

Water	samples
For water samples the sampling strategy is more controversial. Two main sampling approaches 
are proposed in the literature, both based on DNA concentration from different volumes of  wa-
ter. Those methods are summarized in Table 3.1. The first method applied in eDNA studies was 
based on DNA precipitation using ethanol and sodium acetate and/or cell remains centrifugation 
(Ficetola et	al., 2008). Ethanol acts as preservative of  DNA, therefore samples can be stored for a 
few days, or weeks, at room temperature, which can be advantageous when sampling locations are 
distant from laboratory facilities. The main limit of  this technique is that the sampled volume of  
water is relatively low. If  a species is present at high density, the amount of  DNA released in the 
environment is high and this method would probably allow detection even with a low volume of  
water (e.g. three times 15 mL, Ficetola et	al., 2008). However, if  the organisms are present at low 
densities, or if  they have limited mobility in the environment, the area where eDNA is present is 
very restricted. If  the sampling points are too far from the eDNA source, the species might not 
be detected (Figure 3.2 a). For this reason the sampling strategy should be revised, and the number 
of  samples per site should be increased. An alternative sampling strategy consists of  taking dif-
ferent subsamples of  water around the study area. Those subsamples are then mixed together for 
homogenization and a few subsamples are taken from this large volume of  water to be transferred 
to tubes filled with ethanol and sodium acetate (Biggs et	al., 2014; Herder et	al., 2013b, 2013c; Piag-
gio et	al., 2014). As the eDNA is not distributed homogeneously in a water, sampling at different 
points within the study area increases the chance of  collecting eDNA released from the target 
species (Figure 3.2 b)

3.2
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Figure	3.2:	Illustration	of 	the	sampling	strategy	and	its	efficiencies	when	the	target	species	is	rare	or	has	limited	
mobility.
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The second strategy is based on filtration of  different volumes of  water and is mostly applied 
in large and/or flowing water bodies. Using filtration, larger volumes of  water can be accommo-
dated, which theoretically increases the detection probability (Wilcox et	al., 2013). However, this 
does not mean that filtration always performs better than the precipitation method. This method 
is more time consuming and more expensive (e.g. filters, pump etc.). By filtering larger volumes 
of  water more inhibitors are also concentrated in the sample. And more importantly, eDNA is 
often highly degraded into mostly small fragments (Deagle et	al., 2006). Those fragments might 
not be retained by the filters as pore sizes are too large (see below), thereby lowering the detection 
probability (see box 3.2). So far, four main types of  filters are used:

• Glass fiber filter (Jerde et	al., 2011)
• Cellulose nitrate filter (Goldberg et	al., 2011) 
• Carbonate filter (Takahara et	al., 2012)
• Nylon filter (Thomsen et	al., 2012b)

Filtration can be performed in the field (e.g. Goldberg et	al., 2011; Thomsen et	al., 2012a). The 
filtered samples are then stored in alcohol, or on ice, and sent to the laboratory for analysis. This 
may be a limitation if  the study is performed on a large scale and when different persons sample 
different points, as numerous pumps will need to be purchased. Alternatively, filtration can be 
performed subsequently in the laboratory (Jerde et	al., 2011). In this case, water is collected in a 
sterile container, stored on ice and sent immediately to the laboratory for analysis. The samples 
should be processed in the laboratory within 24 hours (Jerde et	al., 2013), therefore the eDNA la-
boratory should not be too distant from the sampling points. Alternatively, water-samples should 
be frozen until filtration can be performed (e.g. Thomsen et	al., 2012b). This can be a limitation 
when sampling locations are in a remote environment, or when transport to the laboratory takes 
more than 24 hours.

Box 3.2 - filtration vs precipitation

One might expect that filtration of  large volumes of  water to automatically lead to a higher pro-
bability of  detection when compared to the precipitation method, which works with smaller water 
volumes, because the chances of  an eDNA fragment being collected as more water is sampled 
increases. Using the precipitation method all eDNA in the water sample is collected, yet the fil-
tration method, depending on the filter pore size, may not retain all eDNA. eDNA fragments are 
highly degraded and mostly shorter than 150 bp (Deagle et	al., 2006). Turner et al. (2014) found, 
by sequential filtration size fractionation, that carp eDNA in particles was most abundant from 
1-10 µm, and that the total eDNA was most abundant below 0,2 µm. This means that most filters 
used currently (ranging from pore size 0,45 - 1,5 µm) will simply miss the majority of  eDNA. The 
same eDNA would, however, be present in water samples collected with the precipitation method. 
Turner et al. (2014) propose using filters with a pore size of  0,2 µm only. However, this size of  
filter quickly becomes clogged. Therefore, they suggest using a filter with a larger pore size initially, 
before using the 0,2 µm pore size filter. There is a trade-off  between the volume of  water sampled, 
and the ability to collect all DNA. Therefore, more research is needed to find the best practice for 
different water types and species. 
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Figure	3.3:	Environmental	DNA	detection	probabilities	by	qPCR	in	natural	freshwater	ponds:		The	number	
of 	positive	species	identifications	as	a	percentage	of 	the	total	number	of 	locations	sampled	for	each	species.	From	
(Thomsen	et	al.,	2012a)

The sampling strategy must be adapted to the target species biology and to the environment. For 
instance, Thomsen et al. (2012a) found a different detection probability between two different 
environments (ponds and streams). The possible cause of  this difference is that the collection of  
3 samples of  15 ml of  water is suitable for eDNA detection in stagnant water environments, but 
not in running waters (Figure 3.3). For running waters, where eDNA is diluted, filtration methods 
that use larger volumes of  water seem to be more appropriate (e.g. Goldberg et	al., 2011)

Table 3.1 presents a summary of  different sampling methods for eDNA reported in literature 
relating to aquatic environments. 
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Methode van monstername Soortgroepen Habitat Referenties
P 3 samples of  15 ml per site, each preci-

pitated with 1.5 ml sodium acetate (3 M) 
and 33 ml absolute ethanol.

A m p h i b i a n s , 
Fish, Mammals, 
Dragonflies

Ponds, streams, sea (Dejean et	al., 2012, 2011; 
Ficetola et	al., 2008; Foo-
te et	 al., 2012; Thomsen 
et	al., 2012a)

P Different samples of  tens of  ml are col-
lected and pooled. After homogenization 
of  the sample, sub-samples of  15 ml are 
taken and stored in 50 ml tubes precipita-
ted with 33 ml of  alcohol and 1,5 ml of  
sodium acetate.

A m p h i b i a n s , 
Fish, Mammals, 
D r a g o n f l i e s , 
Reptiles

Stagnant ditches, 
ponds, swamps

(Biggs et	 al., 2014; Her-
der, 2013; Herder et	 al., 
2013a, 2013b, 2013c, 
2013d, 2012; Piaggio et	
al., 2014)

F Water samples of  1-8 l collected in the 
field, stored in ice and filtered in the labo-
ratory within 6 hours of  collection, using 
1.5-μm pore size glass fiber filters.

A m p h i b i a n s , 
Fish

Large canals, rivers (Jerde et	al., 2011; Lance 
and Carr, 2012; Mahon 
et	 al., 2013; Olson et	 al., 
2012; Santas et	al., 2013)

F 5-10 l of  water filtered in the field, using 
a 0.45-μm pore size cellulose nitrate fil-
ter, that was subsequently stored in 95% 
ethanol

A m p h i b i a n s , 
Snails

Streams, Rivers (Goldberg et	 al., 2013; 
Caren S. Goldberg et	al., 
2011; Pilliod et	al., 2014, 
2012)

F 1.5 l  water samples stored frozen at -20°C 
until filtration, where 0.5 l were filtered 
through 0.45-mm pore size nylon filters

Fish Sea (Thomsen et	al., 2012b)

F 1-2l of  water filtered in the field using 
a 3.0 μm pore size polycarbonate filter, 
or a 12 μm pore size polycarbonate pre-
filter with 0.8 μm pore size polycarbonate 
filter. The filtered samples were stored 
on ice and immediately transported to 
the genetic lab to be stored at -18°C and 
-25°C.

Fish Lagoons (Takahara et	 al., 2013, 
2012)

Table	3.1:	Precipitation	(P)	and	filtration	(F)	methods	for	sampling	eDNA	in	aquatic	environments.
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3.3 Importance of ecological knowledge

As DNA is not homogenously distributed throughout a water body, sampling locations should 
be selected according to the habitat preference of  the target species. Samples should be collected 
from areas where the target species is most likely to be detected. For instance, if  the target spe-
cies prefers habitat with vegetation, the sampling should be orientated towards those habitats, to 
enhance the detection probability. For this reason, it is recommended that sampling is performed 
by ecologists who have a good level of  knowledge of  the target species’ ecology (see box 3.3).

Box 3.3 - eDNA and ecological knowledge weatherfish

In a study in the Netherlands, 40km2 were surveyed with the eDNA method, for the presence of  
the weatherfish (Misgurnus	fossilis). From this area there was no prior knowledge of  the occurrence 
of  the species. The fieldwork was carried out by species experts. Based on their ecological know-
ledge and sampling restrictions, they chose the most suitable locations possible, in each square ki-
lometre to sample eDNA. They reported each of   these locations as “good” or “medium” habitats 
of  M. fossilis. The eDNA analysis showed that in habitats judged as “good”, eDNA of  M. fossilis 
was detected 2,5 times more often than in habitats that were judged as “medium”. If  sampling had 
been performed randomly, or by non-specialists, fewer locations with M. fossilis present would 
have been detected. This illustrates the importance of  ecological knowledge for sampling (Herder 
et	al., 2013b). 
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Storage

After sampling, eDNA continues to degrade, and the factors influencing its degradation (see 
Chapter 2) should be deactivated in order to maximize the chance of  retrieving eDNA from the 
samples.For a better preservation, samples should be stored at low temperatures (Jerde et	al., 2011) 
to minimize the effect of  endogenous nucleases and micro-organisms (Hofreiter et	al., 2001; Zhu, 
2006), or they should be completely dehydrated, in silica gels (Shehzad et	al., 2012), or by the addi-
tion of  alcohol and subsequently frozen (Ficetola et	al., 2008; Goldberg et	al., 2011), to stop DNA 
hydrolysis and the effect of  nucleases and micro-organisms. 

Analysis of samples

Extraction	of 	DNA
After collection in the field, the environmental samples are sent to the laboratory and subject to 
a DNA extraction step. In this step, DNA and cells are first isolated by ethanol precipitation/
centrifugation or filtration. Subsequently the cell membrane is lysed to allow the release of  DNA, 
then the total DNA is purified with in-house protocols (e.g. CTAB buffers or Phenol–chloroform 
purification) or with commercial kits, based on the use of  mini columns containing a solid phase 
capable of  adsorbing the DNA (e.g. Qiagen ®, MoBio ® and MN ®). 

Amplification	of 	DNA	
The extracted DNA can then be amplified using primers, validated for the target species. During 
the DNA extraction, nuclear, mitochondrial, and chloroplast DNA of  several organisms are co-
extracted. The target species’ DNA is a small fraction of  the total DNA extracted. To analyse this 
particular DNA, two types of  amplifications can be used: conventional PCR methods, or quanti-
tative PCR (qPCR) methods.

Conventional	PCR
In conventional PCR (Dejean et	al., 2012; Ficetola et	al., 2008; Jerde et	al., 2011), amplification 
results are visualized using agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 3.4 a), or using capillary electrop-
horesis (e.g. using a Qiagen ® Qiaxcel, Figure 3.4 b) or, if  the primers are fluorescently labelled, 
it is possible to visualize the results on a sequencer (Goldberg et	al., 2011; Nichols et	al., 2012)
(Figure 3.4c).

3.4

3.5
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Figure	3.4:	Methods	for	visualisation	of 	amplification	results	:	a)	agarose	gel	electrophoresis,	b)	capillary	electrop-
horesis,	c)	Profiles	of 	3130xl	capillary	sequencer	(Applied	Biosystems	®,	(Goldberg	et	al.,	2011))

A)

B)

C)
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Quantitative	PCR	(qPCR)
Quantitative PCR (qPCR) methods are preferable to conventional PCR because they are generally 
more specific (when using a probe based TaqMan approach) and more sensitive (Pilliod et	 al., 
2014). Also, the visualization of  the results by an amplification curve makes it easier to determine 
a positive amplification, compared to regular PCR visualized on gels (see box 3.4). Furthermore, 
qPCR makes it possible to quantify the number of  DNA molecules from the target species in a 
sample. qPCR can be based on two different techniques. The first one uses non-specific fluoro-
chromes that binds to double stranded DNA (SYBR ® Green) thereby targeting all double stran-
ded DNA in a sample. The second technique uses hybridization probes that bind specifically to 
the DNA strand releasing fluorescence upon amplification, hence generating a signal only when 
DNA of  the target species is present (e.g. TaqMan ®). 

The use of  the non-specific SYBR ® Green technique is easier to implement, because its me-
thodology is very similar to the one used in conventional PCR, and only two primers are needed 
for analysis. However, this method presents the same cross-amplification issue as conventional 
PCR. When a probe is used, additional specificity is added to the analysis, and the results are more 
reliable. However, probe design can be challenging and adds extra cost to the analysis. When 
using a DNA probe, it should be validated at the same time as the primers, to assess its reliability, 
robustness, efficiency, and specificity in amplifying the target species DNA, as well as its affinity 
for non-target organisms.

Number	of 	PCR	cycles	and	replicates
Because of  the low concentration of  eDNA, special precautions must be taken for the amplifica-
tion step. Firstly, the number of  PCR cycles may be increased compared to traditional DNA work, 
to more than 50 (Dejean et	al., 2012, 2011; Ficetola et	al., 2008; Goldberg et	al., 2011; Jerde et	al., 
2011; Thomsen et	al., 2012a). This is because eDNA is often extremely rare and fewer cycles result 
in a higher chance of  “missing” the target DNA. However, one should be cautious about this 
approach as it can also increase the number of  false positives found. Secondly, because of  PCR 
stochasticity (the chance that the PCR fails because primers fail to bind target DNA at very low 
concentrations of  target species DNA), several replicates should be performed (multi-tube appro-
ach, (Taberlet et	al., 1996)). Studies on eDNA routinely perform PCR replicates that range from 
three (Ficetola et	al., 2008) up to twelve (Biggs et	al., 2014; Herder et	al., 2013b) per DNA extract. 
Results show that it is common that only 1 out of  12 replicates is positive, which indicates eDNA 
concentration of  the target species in the samples is very low. This justifies the high amount of  
replicates to get more reliable results. 
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Box 3.4  - PCR vs qPCR when using a specific marker for single species    
identification 

In addition to the ability to quantify DNA in samples, qPCR has other advantages over conventi-
onal PCR. 

• Distinguishing between fragments: with conventional PCR it might be difficult to dif-
ferentiate fragments, especially on electrophoretical gels (i.e. based on visual obser-
vations). With qPCR, differences in fragment lengths of  only few base pairs can be 
reliably identified. Furthermore, in some cases with qPCR, using SYBR ® Green techni-
que, it is even possible to distinguish between fragments that are of  the same length, 
but differ in sequence, as they produce different melt peaks (Lay and Wittwer, 1997).  

• Cross-amplification: binding of  primers to non-target DNA is more common with con-
ventional PCR and qPCR that uses non-specific fluorochromes, than with qPCR that uses 
hybridization probes (see 3.5 for explanation). Therefore, the chance of  false positives is 
lower using the qPCR method with hybridization probes (Smith and Osborn, 2009).  

• Sensitivity: qPCR methods are more sensitive than conventional PCRs because of  the use of  diffe-
rent chemicals. Hence, they are more likely to detect extremely rare DNA (Smith and Osborn, 2009).  

• Results after PCR: with qPCR, results are instantly available after the PCR pro-
cess, while with conventional PCR, gels have to be interpreted to obtain the results, 
which adds an extra step (and extra costs) to the analyses (Smith and Osborn, 2009).  

• Conventional PCR uses cheaper machines and chemicals, if  post amplification costs are re-
moved from the calculation then this method can be more cost-effective. 

For all the reasons mentioned above, the use of  qPCR, and in particular qPCR with hybridizing 
probes, is preferred over conventional PCR as the outcomes are far more reliable than when using 
other methods. 
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Quality control and basic lab requirements

As DNA is not visible to the naked eye, it is difficult to detect errors during the assay (e.g.  due 
to contamination, poor extraction success or primers binding to non-target species). One has to 
rely entirely on the robustness and reliability of  the applied methods, from sampling in the field, 
to analyses of  the results. Furthermore, because of  the low concentration of  target DNA in the 
environmental samples, the analysis must be performed with similar precautions used in ancient 
DNA studies, to avoid contaminations (Cooper and Poinar, 2000; Willerslev and Cooper, 2005), 
Here we describe basic lab requirements, precautions for sampling and storage, checks for inhibi-
tion, and positive and negative controls for the extraction and PCR. 

Basis	lab	requirements
Labs have to be arranged in such a way as to keep the chance of  contamination to a minimum. 
All eDNA extractions (from water or filtered samples) must be carried out in an isolated envi-
ronment. Ideally this room should be equipped with positive air pressure, UV treatment over the 
night, and should have frequent air renewal. Pre-amplification and post-amplification work must 
be performed in separate rooms, distant from each other, ideally in different buildings. DNA 
extraction and PCR mix preparation are performed in the pre-amplification rooms. In the post-
amplification room the PCR is run and the PCR results are analysed. Mock samples without DNA 
must be extracted at the same time and used as negative controls. Positive PCR controls and qPCR 
standards should, ideally, be added in a third room that has been assigned as an intermediate DNA 
level room, between the pre-amplification room (rare DNA) and the post-amplification room 
(amplified DNA).

Figure	3.5:	eDNA	sampling	with	DNA	sterile	materials

3.6
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Sampling	and	storage
For field sampling, DNA-free materials must be used at each site and for each sample (e.g. gloves, 
sample kits). Materials that are used on several locations should be thoroughly cleaned between 
locations. For example, this can be done by soaking and scrubbing materials in water with dish 
soap, rinsing in sterilized water, a final 5 minute soak in a 10% bleach solution (Lance and Carr, 
2012), followed by cleaning with alcohol to remove leftover bleach. Fieldworkers should be con-
scious of  all possible sources of  contamination, so they can process samples in such a way as to 
prevent it. For example, DNA can potentially be carried from one sampling location to the next 
on boots, waders, nets etc. (e.g. field workers should not go into water with the same rubber boots 
at different sampling localities). Storage should also be done in such a way that degradation of  
DNA is kept to a minimum. This can either be achieved by precipitation in alcohol, or by storing 
the samples on ice (see paragraph 3.2). 

Positive	and	negative	controls
To be able to detect contamination, negative controls should be added to the extraction and the 
PCR. Ideally, “field negatives” should also be included. These are samples taken in natural systems 
but without the target species present, taken on the same excursion as the remaining positive field 
samples. All types of  controls should return negative results after final PCR, assuring practitioners 
that no contamination took place during extraction or PCR. If  one of  the negative controls re-
turns a positive result for one of  the target species, all other results have to be discarded. Positive 
controls, containing good quality DNA of  the target organism, should also be added to the PCR. 
If  one of  the positive controls turns out negative, something went wrong during the experiment 
and the analysis should be redone . Inclusion of  negative and positive controls is crucial for reli-
able outcomes.  

Check	for	inhibition
Environmental samples may contain PCR inhibitors, which can be co-extracted with eDNA. 
Several components were identified as such: bile salts and complex polysaccharides in faeces, col-
lagen in food and tissues samples, heme in blood, humic substances in soil, melanin and myoglo-
bin in tissue, polysaccharides and tannic acid in plants, proteinases and calcium ions in milk, and 
urea in urine (Rådström et	al., 2004). Humic acid and tannins are likely to be co-extracted from 
water samples and they interact with the PCR by binding to DNA (humic acid), or prohibit the 
binding of  DNA-polymerase (tannins) (Opel et	al., 2010). Another source of  bias come from the 
storage used. When water samples are stored in alcohol, DNA can be absorbed in organic and/or 
inorganic matter present in the sample. This influences the yield of  extracted DNA, as the absor-
bed DNA is not released using traditional DNA extraction methods. The alcohol itself  may be a 
source of  PCR inhibitors. PCR inhibitors may result in falsely negative results, thus their presence 
in the samples should be investigated. This can be done by adding a synthetic “control gene” at a 
given concentration to the samples. This is a gene that is not present in nature. The qPCR results 
can be examined for this control genes presence and therefore if  there was any inhibition in DNA 
extraction (e.g. Van Delft et	al., 2013; Herder et	al., 2013b; Biggs et	al., 2014; De Bruin et	al., 2014, 
Biggs et	al., 2014). If  inhibition is detected, measures must be taken to eliminate it (Goldberg et	
al., 2013). 
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How can a list of species be generated from an eDNA 
sample? 

The methodology described in Chapter 3 allows for the detection of  a single target species. If  
multiple species are targeted, the analysis strategy is different. Two main approaches could be 
applied in order to generate a list of  species from an eDNA sample (for example all fish species 
present at the sampling location): the species-specific approach and the universal approach.

Multiple species-specific approach

One way to investigate if  more than one target species is present in the sample, is to run multiple, 
different PCRs or qPCRs from the same DNA extract. This approach is limited in the number 
of  species that can be analysed in parallel, by the finite quantity of  DNA extract. To avoid dilu-
ting the low quantity DNA from an environmental sample, the DNA is eluted in a small volume 
during the extraction step (e.g. 100 µL (Jerde et	al., 2011; Thomsen et	al., 2012b). For each species 
PCR analysis multiple replicates are necessary (multi-tube approach (Taberlet et	al., 1996)), which 
limits the total number of  possible PCR reactions. For example if  3 µL of  DNA are used in 
each PCR mix, and 12 PCR replicates are performed in the analysis for each species (i.e. 36 µL 
of  DNA are used for the detection of  each species) then a maximum of  only 3 species could be 
investigated, in parallel, using this approach. One could, of  course, choose to work with fewer 
replicates, only one or two per species for example, but this significantly reduces the reliability 
of  the outcome (see chapter 3). To overcome this limitation, it is possible to multiplex the dif-
ferent primers within the same PCR (or qPCR) mix (e.g. Kent and Norris, 2005; Matsunaga et	al., 
1999). For PCR multiplexing, three options are available to be able to differentiate the amplicons 
during the visualisation step: first, use primers with different fluorochromes and visualise the 
amplicons by sequencing e.g. (Goldberg et	al., 2011; Nichols et	al., 2012); second, use primers to 
amplify fragments of  different sizes and visualise the amplicons by electrophoresis e.g. (Kent and 
Norris, 2005; Matsunaga et	al., 1999); third, use primers and hybridization probes with different 
fluorochromes (up to 5, depending on the qPCR device) and visualise the amplicons using qPCR.
However, for all three methods, the same constraints apply. Firstly, the size of  the different ampli-
cons should not diverge much, because shorter fragments may be amplified preferentially (Whale 
et	al., 2012). This is also restricted because the amplified DNA should not exceed 150 bp (consi-
dering the fragment size of  degraded DNA in environmental samples) (Deagle et	al., 2006), which 
further limits the number of  primers that can be multiplexed as there must be clear minimum 
differences in target fragment sizes in order to be able to distinguish them from one and other. 
Secondly, primers must have a similar annealing temperature to be amplified simultaneously in the 
PCR. Finally, they should not interfere with each other during the PCR reaction, which is often 
hard, or impossible, to achieve completely.  Another important limitation of  the species-specific 
approach is that it is an a priori approach. This means that it only allows detection of  species that 
were expected and for which primers were developed. It does not allow the detection of  new, 
unexpected, IAS or other species for which the test is not designed. 
In conclusion, the development of  a multiplex of  primers could potentially be extremely difficult 
and time consuming, especially for a large number of  species (e.g. all Dutch fish species (~70). 
Thus, this species-specific approach can potentially be used to detect only a handful of  target spe-
cies in a sample.  Therefore, if  one sample is required to detect more than ca. 3 species, a universal 
approach is preferable.

4

4.1 
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Universal approach via eDNA metabarcoding

This method uses universal primers that amplify DNA from a group of  target species (e.g. amp-
hibians, fishes, crustaceans, plants, etc.). After amplification in the PCR process the amplified 
fragments are subsequently sequenced using a Next-Generation Sequencer platform. The resul-
ting sequences are then compared with a reference database to establish a list of  species from 
which DNA is present in the sample (Figure 4.1). This approach is called eDNA metabarcoding 
(Taberlet et	al., 2012). 

Figure	4.1:	Methodology	for	analysis	using	an	eDNA	metarbacoding	approach.	Figure	modified	from	Valentini	
et	al.,	2009a.

4.2 
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This approach has now been used in several studies, especially in diet analysis (Deagle et	al., 2013; 
Pompanon et	al., 2012; Valentini et	al., 2009a), on soil biodiversity (Andersen et	al., 2012; Bellemain 
et	al., 2012; Bienert et	al., 2012; Taberlet et	al., 2012), and also for mammal biodiversity assessment 
using blood from parasites (Calvignac-Spencer et	al., 2013; Schnell et	al., 2012). The first use of  
this approach in aquatic environments was from Danish pond water samples used to assess the di-
versity of  freshwater amphibian and fish species (Thomsen et al. 2012a). Subsequently, its use was 
extended to detect marine fish diversity in seawater samples in Denmark (Thomsen et	al., 2012b).

This approach makes it possible to work on a large number of  species in parallel, for example it 
was possible to identify more than 200 plant taxa from 49 soil core samples in French Guyana 
(Yoccoz et	al., 2012). Different universal primers could be multiplexed to increase the number of  
species that can be detected simultaneously. For example, M De Barba et al. (2013) have multi-
plexed universal primers for vertebrates, invertebrates and plants, in order to describe the omni-
vorous diet of  brown bears. 

The eDNA metabarcoding approach has the same constraints as classical eDNA studies for field 
sampling, sample storage and DNA extraction, but the two approaches differ in primer design, 
amplification, sequencing and analysis of  results. 
The ideal metabarcode markers should amplify short fragments (to deal with degraded DNA), 
should have well conserved primer sites, that flank highly discriminate regions, and should be 
specific to the target group of  species (Riaz et	al., 2011). Note that universal primers used in tra-
ditional barcoding studies often amplify large fragments and are therefore not suited for eDNA 
studies. Universal primers should be tested in silico as described in Chapter 3, to assess the ability 
of  the primers to amplify all species of  the target group without bias. Two indices have been pro-
posed to assess primers: the primers species coverage (i.e. the percentage of  species of  the group 
successfully amplified with the proposed primers, Bc), and the capacity of  the amplified region to 
successfully discriminate between taxa (i.e. the percentage of  unambiguously identified taxa, Bs) 
(Bellemain et	al., 2010; Ficetola et	al., 2010). These tests are also important to test if  there are any 
primer mismatches that may introduce biases during PCR amplification (Bellemain et	al., 2010).
The in silico test gives an idea of  the quality of  the marker used. However, the reliability of  the 
primers, to amplify all species of  a target group and in all environments where those species may 
be present, should also, ideally, be confirmed in vitro and in situ (as described in chapter 3). 

When using universal primers to amplify an eDNA extract, a complex mix of  fragments belon-
ging to different species is obtained, therefore the use of  a normal sequencing device has limitati-
ons. One way to differentiate between those fragments would be through the use of  cloning. Ho-
wever, the number of  clones necessary to obtain a representative image of  the total biodiversity 
would be huge. For a degraded DNA sample at least 20 clones per species are needed for reliable 
identification (Bower et	al., 2005). When dealing with highly diverse environments, such an appro-
ach would be too expensive and time consuming. Over the last decade, a new line of  sequencing 
technologies has emerged: Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS). These new technologies allow 
the sequencing of  individual DNA molecules present in the mixture and allow the simultaneous 
sequencing of  millions or even billions of  molecules. Table 4.1 describes the main NGS devi-
ces used in eDNA metabarcoding, with their advantages and disadvantages. The pyrosequencing 
technology used in Roche  454 FLX was the first platform used with environmental samples 
(Sogin et	al., 2006; Valentini et	al., 2009a), however the costs of  the runs, relative to the sequencing 
power, has encouraged the use of  alternative technologies. Currently Ion Torrent (e.g. Deagle et 
al. 2013) and Illumina (Kelly et	al., 2014; Taberlet et	al., 2012) are the most likely candidates of  this 
technology for future use.
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Table	4.2:	Next-Generation	Sequencers:	advantages	and	disadvantages.
Using these new sequencing devices, producing data is no longer a limitation, the real challenge 
has become the analysis of  enormous quantities of  information. For a comprehensive review of  
the bioinformatics challenges for eDNA metabarcoding analysis see Coissac et al. (2012).

Roche 454 FLX  
(Margulies et	al., 2005)1

Ion Torrent 
(Rothberg et	al., 2011)

Illumina 
(Bentley et	al., 2008)

Read length 700 bp 400 bp 50 tot 300 bp
Reads per run up to 1 million up to 80 miljoen up to 6 billion
Advantages Long read size. Fast. Low cost equipment. 

Fast.
High sequence yield, low price 
per reads

Disadvantages Expensive runs and homo-
polymer errors.

Homopolymer errors. Expensive equipment.

1	Platform	shut	down	in	October	2013

Several independent samples can be multiplexed in a single run. To allow the association between 
a sequence read and a specific sample, a few nucleotides (called tags) are added to the primers 
5’ extremities during its synthesis (Coissac et	al., 2012; Valentini et	al., 2009a). Special software or 
utilities are needed to design a reliable tagging system (Coissac, 2012). 
Another limitation is linked to the enormous amount of  data generated by a NGS run. For 
example, it was calculated that if  the data obtained in an Illumina HiSeq 2000 run (6 billion reads 
of  100 bp) were printed, this would result in a 48 km-high pile of  printed A4 paper (Coissac et	al., 
2012). Using classical sequencing analyses tools for the analysis of  these data (such as the ones 
used to analyse sequences generated by Sanger technology) is unimaginable, it is impossible to 
even open one of  these files with classical text editing software. For the NGS output and metabar-
coding analyses, several packages have recently been developed, e.g. Qiime (Caporaso et	al., 2010), 
OBITools (Coissac et	al., 2012) and PRINSEQ (Schmieder and Edwards, 2011). The analysis of  
these data also requires a large amount of  RAM and CPU power, so even if  it were possible to 
analyse NGS output on a personal computer, it is recommended that analysis are carried out on 
dedicated servers working under UNIX systems. 

Another challenge when working with eDNA metabarcoding  is excluding any errors caused by 
DNA degradation, or produced during the PCR and sequencing steps, that may results in misi-
dentification of  one or several taxa. Several programs and utilities have been developed to detect 
and deal with these errors (see Coissac et	al., 2012 for a comprehensive review).
Once the NGS output data have been bioinformatically analysed, they can be compared with a 
reference database. However, the reference databases can also be a source of  bias. When using 
public databases (e.g. GenBank®) as sequence reference databases, one should be aware of  the 
high number of  sequencing errors (Harris, 2003) and mislabelled species (Santos and Branco, 
2012) that these contain. One solution, to overcome this problem, is the construction of  a private 
database where the sequences, species labelling, and geographic origin of  each specimen from 
the database are carefully verified, as in the Consortium Barcoding of  Life (BOLD: http://www.
boldsystems.org/). Unfortunately the BOLD database is restricted to the sequence of  the mito-
chondrial gene COI. This is not suitable for eDNA metabarcoding studies because the primers 
used for this region do not meet the criteria described above. Another important advantage of  
using a private database, with species present only in the geographic region of  interest, is that the 
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taxonomic resolution of  identification is greatly increased. Taberlet et al. (2007) demonstrated 
that when analysese are performed using a smaller sequence database, the number of  unambi-
guously identified plant species increased from approximately 19% to nearly 78%. If  a species 
present in the environment has not been sequenced in the private database, it is possible to make 
subsequent, second search on a larger public database such as GenBank® in order to maximise 
the chances of  finding all possible species in the environment. 

In conclusion, eDNA metabarcoding is a very powerful approach, allowing the detection of  many 
different species belonging to one, or multiple taxonomic groups, without any prior knowledge of  
species distribution in the study area. This makes the method highly applicable for IAS-research in 
habitats with little prior knowledge of  possible species composition, e.g. ballast water, or in poorly 
investigated habitats or species groups. 

Figure	4.2	Using	eDNA	metabarcoding	a	list	of 	species	can	be	generated	from	an	eDNA	sample.
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What other potential DNA-based techniques exist? 

Most eDNA studies are based on the techniques described on Chapter 3 and 4, but other tech-
niques can be employed for species detection. In this chapter we will discuss other monitoring 
techniques using DNA. 

Laser Transmission Spectroscopy (LTS)

Laser Transmission Spectroscopy (LTS) is based on the wavelength measures, through a sample contai-
ning nanoparticles in suspension. In this procedure, DNA is amplified using universal primers, and is 
briefly denatured and incubated with tagged nanobeads. The target DNA will bind to species-specific 
oligonucleotide tags whereas non-target species DNA will not. Oligonucleotide tags are pieces of  single 
stranded DNA, of  5-8 nucleotides, that are added to the primers but do not function as a starting point 
for the PCR. The LTS platform will measure and record the light transmittance through the samples, and 
through a control containing only the suspension fluid. When a target species DNA binds to species-spe-
cific oligonucleotide-tagged beads the diameter of  the bead changes and a shift in the wavelength peaksize 
is measured (Figure 5.1, Li et	al., 2011; Mahon et	al., 2013a).

The use of  LTS for species detection is a very recent development (Li et	al., 2011; Mahon et	al., 2013a). 
Mahon et al. (2013a) state that, ultimately, it may be possible for LTS to be used to screen DNA samples 
collected directly from nature, without the need for prior PCR amplification, but a DNA extraction step 
will always be necessary. This will probably limit field based analysis because of  the special equipment 
required to perform the DNA extraction. Furthermore, the minimum DNA concentration that they 
were able to detect in their study was 10-5 ng/µL. This is significantly higher than when using the qPCR 
approach, which can detect DNA concentrations as low as 10-8 ng/µL (i.e. a concentration 1000 times 
lower (Treguier et	al., subm)). The LTS studies used a dilution of  DNA extracted directly from tissue. This 
means that the DNA concentrations in the LTS studies were significantly higher than those found in na-
ture. At present, only one study has used this approach for invasive species detection, using environmental 
samples (Egan et	al., 2013). In this study DNA extraction and PCR amplification was carried out before 
using LTS to analyse the samples. If  PCR amplification is needed before using the LTS the technique, it 
is very similar to that of  qPCR using probes, but with an additional step in the analysis. The LTS method 
looks promising, but more studies are needed, in natural environments, and for different organisms, to 
investigate its true potential.

5

5.1 
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Figure	5.1:	Schematic	of 	LTS	fucntioning.

Beads are placed in a solution with oligonu-
cleotide tags.

Oligonucleotide tags bind on to the beads.

Functional beads are placed in a DNA mix 
that contains target and non-target DNA.

Target DNA strands bind to the oligonucleo-
tide tags, whereas non-target DNA strands do 
not bind and remains in the solution.

When target species DNA bind to species-
specific oligonucleotide tagged beads, the di-
ameter of  the bead changes and a shift in the 
‘what?’ peak size is measured.
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Microarray (or DNA chip)

In micro-array technology several probes are synthesized and attached to a solid surface, or syn-
thesized directly on this solid surface. Before the micro-array analysis, DNA is amplified using 
universal primers labelled with a fluorochrome. The amplified DNA is then charged on the slide 
and the DNA fragment hybridizes with the complementary probes. The fragments that are not 
hybridized with a probe are washed away and only the signal of  target DNA is measured (Figure 
5.2). The main advantage of  micro-array is that, in theory, several hundred up to thousands pro-
bes can be analysed in parallel. This technique was has not yet been used in eDNA studies, but 
it has been used in food and forensic fields (Kochzius et	al., 2010; Teletchea et	al., 2008), which 
are similar to eDNA studies. A recent study has used this technique to detect diatoms species in 
freshwater environments in the Netherlands (Jaspers et	al., 2012). It was estimated that the cost of  
one analysis using this technique is around $350 per sample which includes reagents and proces-
sing costs (Shallom et	al., 2011), similar to eDNA metabarcoding costs (see chapter 10). One of  
the disadvantages of  this technique is linked to the design of  the different probes which can be 
challenging and time consuming. Another disadvantage is the fact that it is an a priori approach 
that mainly allows detection of  expected species, not the detection of  new, unexpected, IAS, or 
other species for which the probes are not designed. 

5.2
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Oligonucleotide probes (complementary to 
target species DNA) are spotted on a slide

Fluorescent-labelled PCR fragments are 
placed on the slide and only target DNA bind 
with specific oligonucleotide probes. The 
fragments that are not bound with the specific 
probes are washed away

Fluorescence is measured and only the spots 
with target DNA bound with specific oligo-
nucleotide probes emit a signal

Using the known position of  the oligonucleo-
tide probes, it is possible to detect which spe-
cies are present in the sample (depending on 
the position of  specific probes)

Figure	5.2	schematic	of 	species	detection	using	Microarray/DNA	chip	technology.
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Can species densities be estimated with the eDNA 
method?

When using the eDNA method, as with any other monitoring approach, information regarding 
the densities of  species could be important. Several studies have tried to use eDNA to estimate 
abundances, with both species-specific approaches (Biggs et	al., 2014; De Bruin et	al., 2014; De-
jean et	al., 2011; Goldberg et	al., 2011; Herder et	al., 2013d; Mahon et	al., 2013b; Pilliod et	al., 2013; 
Takahara et	al., 2012; Thomsen et	al., 2012a) and multi-specific approaches (Amend et	al., 2010; 
Deagle et	al., 2013; Murray et	al., 2011; Pompanon et	al., 2012).

Estimating densities with the species-specific approach

In species-specific studies, qPCR is often used to estimate the DNA quantity in the sample. When 
using this technique, it is important to identify the threshold cycle  that corresponds to the Limit 
of  Quantification (LOQ, i.e. the lowest amount of  target DNA that yields an acceptable level of  
precision and accuracy, see chapter 3). Above this limit (red horizontal line in figure 6.1) the results 
should be interpreted as qualitative and not quantitative, and the number of  positive replicates 
should be used instead of  absolute DNA quantification (Biggs et	al., 2014; Treguier et	al., subm).

Figure	6.1:	Limit	of 	quantification	(LOQ)	and	Limit	of 	detection	(LOD).		Threshold	cycle	(Ct)	is	the	cycle	
number	at	which	the	fluorescence	generated	within	a	reaction	crosses	the	fluorescence	threshold,	a	fluorescent	level	
is	arbitrarily	chosen	on	the	basis	of 	background	fluorescence.	The	black	dotted	line	corresponds	to	the	theoretical	
correlation	between	the	threshold	cycles	and	DNA	concentration.	The	red	dotted	line	indicates	the	real	correlation	
between	the	qPCR	threshold	cycles	and	DNA	quantity.	The	red	horizontal	line	indicates	the	threshold	cycle	above	
which	the	results	should	not	be	interpreted	as	quantitative.(Trequier	et	al.,	subm).

6
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In eDNA studies, two proxies have been used to estimate the association between species abun-
dance and eDNA quantity: absolute quantification (Takahara et	al., 2012; Thomsen et	al., 2012a) or 
number of  positive replicates (Dejean et	al., 2011; Herder et	al., 2013d; Biggs et	al., 2014). In tests 
in aquaria and mesocosmoses a significant relationship was found between the number/biomass 
of  a species and the amount of  eDNA released in the water (Takahara et	al., 2012; Thomsen et	al., 
2012a). Under natural conditions however, independent of  the method used, the results obtained 
are variable, ranging from weak positive relationships between eDNA quantity and the abundance 
or counts of  animals (Thomsen et	al., 2012a; Herder et	al., 2013d; Pilliod et	al., 2013; Biggs et	al., 
2014; De Bruin et	al., 2014) to no correlation (Dejean et	al., 2011; Goldberg et	al., 2011; Mahon et	
al., 2013b). This is probably a result of  the many factors, found in natural conditions, that could 
influence DNA persistence (see chapter 2), dilution and dispersion (see chapter 9) and inhibition 
of  extraction and/or PCR (see chapter 3). Therefore, it is very hard to link the amount of  DNA 
found in a natural sample, to actual densities of  species. However, when sampling is performed 
in similar water types, at the same time of  the year, and using the same methods and personnel, 
it is likely that relative differences in densities can be detected. For example, Biggs et al. (2014) 
found that low amounts of  DNA in their samples was always related to low population densities, 
where high amounts of  DNA were related to both low and high population densities. This can be 
explained as follows: large amounts of  DNA in a sample can come either from a high population 
density, or from a sample that happened to be collected close to an individual (in which case this 
gives little or no information on population density). Low quantities of  eDNA in a sample always 
relate to low population densities. This issue is also present when using conventional methods, 
where it is possible to catch many individuals, by chance, even with low population densities, 
leading to inaccurate assumptions about high population densities. More research is needed to be 
able to calculate or estimate absolute densities based on eDNA. 

Figure	6.2	For	common	spadefoot	(Pelobates	fuscus)	a	relation	has	been	found	between	the	number	of 	individuals	
found	with	traditional	methods	and	the	quantity	of 	eDNA	in	the	watersamples	(Thomsen	et	al.,	2012a).
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Estimating densities with Next Generation Sequencing

The eDNA metabarcoding approach provides the number of  sequences obtained after the am-
plification. Currently, these numbers cannot be interpreted as quantitative, for several different 
reasons. At present eDNA metabarcoding results should be handled as semi-quantitative and they 
can be used to compare samples in a relative manner (Pompanon et	al., 2012). 

The sampling strategy used will greatly influence the quantity of  DNA retrieved from the sample. 
For instance, at equal species density, different target species will not have the same detection pro-
bability if  the sampling is biased toward the vicinity of  one of  the target species. Also, the amount 
of  template DNA (chloroplast vs mitochondrial DNA) may vary among the types of  tissues (e.g. 
roots vs. leafs). What’s more, PCR and sequencing biases were detected when analysing a mix of  
different DNA (Deagle et	al., 2013; Polz and Cavanaugh, 1998). Lastly, different tissues or cells 
may differ in digestion or degradation in natural samples (Deagle and Tollit, 2007).
Because eDNA is so rare each step (sampling, extraction, amplification and sequencing) brings 
a bias linked to the stochasticity of  sub-sampling from a sample of  very low DNA quantity. In a 
case where DNA is more abundant (for example for species that can occur at high densities (e.g. 
microorganisms), a relationship between eDNA quantity and species density could potentially be 
established.

It has been proposed that coupling the eDNA metabarcoding approach with classical techniques 
will maximize the accuracy of  qualitative and quantitative data in diet analysis (M. De Barba et	
al., 2013; Valentini et	al., 2009a). A similar approach could be implemented , using eDNA meta-
barcoding for screening the site for accurate detection of  rare species and a traditional survey to 
estimate the abundance of  individuals.

6.2
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What is the reliability of the eDNA method?

Reliability

The reliability of  any method is a crucial consideration for implementing it into management 
contexts. Contrary to conventional field research, when using eDNA to identify the presence 
of  target species, there are not necessarily any actual observations of  the target organisms. In 
conventional field research, it is possible to recognise errors that occur during fieldwork  and 
sometimes it is possible to respond by adjusting the protocols (for example if  an expected tar-
get species is not found within a standard time frame, the fieldworker could decide to search 
for longer). Using the eDNA method this is not possible; the target organism is never visible in 
the samples, throughout the entire sampling process. Therefore it is of  the utmost importance 
to work with strict protocols and validated methods. This applies to eDNA fieldwork, storage, 
DNA-extraction and analysis. For all detection technologies, multiple sources of  error exist. 
There are two important types of  errors: False	positives: the species is “detected” but is not ac-
tually present and False	negatives: the species is not “detected” but is present. Understanding the 
potential sources of  errors and translating these into methodological protocols and interpretati-
ons of  the results is crucial for reliable outcomes. The figure below is derived from Darling and 
Mahon (2011) and gives an overview of  potential errors in detection. The bottom of  the figure 
refers to the following paragraph in which each of  the errors are discussed. 

Figuu7.1:	An	overview	of 	the		potential	errors,	and	the	relevant	paragraphs	in	which	those	errors	are	discussed	
(derived	from	Darling	and	Mahon,	2011).

7.1

7
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Detection of non-target species

When primers are not species specific they can bind to DNA from species other than the target 
species, thereby resulting in a false positive result. Primer design, and especially validation of  
the primers, is crucial to avoid this error. This is achieved through testing in silico, in vitro and 
in situ (see Chapter 3). It is important to set up a pilot study that includes sampling at multiple 
locations (preferably ≥ 6) in which the target species is present (positive control), and at multi-
ple locations (preferably > 3) in similar habitats in which the species is absent (negative control) 
(Ficetola et	al., 2008). The negative controls allow for a check to see if  any other species are pre-
sent in the habitat with DNA sequences similar to that of  the target organism but that is, as yet, 
unsequenced. The presence of  such similar organisms in the habitat could lead to false positive 
results.  Another possibility is to clone and sequencing the PCR product from the samples to 
confirm it comes from the target species (Thomsen et	al., 2012a), or by sequencing using NGS 
(Ficetola et	al., 2008).

Figure	7.2	examples	of 	different	water	types	tested	in	the	in	situ	vallidation	of 	the	eDNA	method	for	the	
weatherfish

7.2
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Contamination

Contamination of  samples, in the field and lab, is a serious concern. We describe them separa-
tely here. 

In	the	field
As DNA is not visible to the naked eye contaminations will not be visible. Therefore precauti-
ons have to be taken, and work has to be carried out using strict protocols. For sampling, DNA 
free materials should be used for each separate sample. Fieldworkers should be well instructed 
about the risks of  contamination. Samples should be isolated and stored in such a way that cross 
contamination is not possible.

In	the	lab
Contrary to traditional DNA work, in which high quantity and quality of  target DNA (i.e. tissue 
samples) is often used, environmental DNA work uses extremely rare, and often degraded, tar-
get DNA. A few DNA molecules are enough to obtain a positive result from PCR analysis. and 
therefore aerosols containing thousands of  DNA molecules represent potential contaminants. 
This means that the procedures should be adjusted to take this into account. A laboratory that 
works with eDNA should, at least, have separate rooms for the extraction of  samples where low 
DNA levels are expected, and for the PCR where higher DNA levels are generated. Preferably 
other precautions should also be taken, such as pressure controlled rooms. Rooms with the lo-
west DNA concentrations should have the highest air pressure to prevent air escaping into them 
from rooms with high DNA concentrations. Furthermore UV radiation can break down DNA 
trace of  possible contaminant DNA in labs. Without taking the precautions described cross-
contamination in the lab is inevitable (see more details on lab requirements in chapter 3).

Persistence of DNA in the environment

If  DNA persists in the environment after the target species has left, or become extinct, this 
could lead to falsely positive results. The persistence of  DNA differs under different environ-
mental conditions. An overview is given in Chapter 2. Several studies found that the decay of  
DNA in water is very rapid and degrades to sub-detectable levels within a timeframe of  weeks 
(Barnes et	al., 2013; Dejean et	al., 2011; Pilliod et	al., 2014; Thomsen et	al., 2012a). Therefore 
there is a limited timeframe between the presence, and detection, of  a target species. In other 
words, if  DNA of  a species is found in the water it can be concluded that the species was 
present within a short period before sampling (Dejean et	al., 2011). In soils (Willerslev et	al., 
2007; Yoccoz et	al., 2012) and aquatic sediments (Anderson-Carpenter et	al., 2011; Coolen and 
Overmann, 2007; Parducci et	al., 2012), DNA can persists over much longer periods of  time. 
Depending on the question, sampling strategies should be adjusted to take account of  this. For 
example, if  the question regards the recent presence of  a species then only water should be col-
lected, but if  the question is whether a species has ever occurred in a water body then sampling 
sediments could prove useful.  

Alternative explanations for DNA presence  

There are several alternative explanations for the presence of  DNA in a water habitat without 
viable target organisms present. Below we describe them separately.

7.3

7.4

7.5
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Excreted	by	predators
Predators like piscivorous birds, for example herons and pelicans, could spread DNA by eating 
the target organisms at one location and excreting the remains at other locations. An American 
study showed that cormorants, eagles and pelicans that were fed with silver carp had silver carp 
DNA in their excrement for up to five days after feeding (Amberg et	al., 2013). Therefore such 
excrements could possibly serve as a vector for DNA from one location to another. However, 
it should be noted that the quantity and quality of  DNA that moves through the gastrointesti-
nal tract of  a predator is very low. This means that very little DNA is likely to be transported in 
this way. Together with the vast volumes of  waters, high degradation of  DNA in water, and the 

Figure	7.3:	the	chance	of 	contamination	with	DNA	excreted	by	predators	is	thought	to	be	small	

Figure	7.4:	in	theory	field	materials,	as	this	seine	net,	could	serve	as	a	vector	for	DNA	transport.	

small amounts of  water usually collected in eDNA research, chances of  contamination via this 
pathway are thought to be minimal, though not impossible. 
Movement	by	boats	and	humans
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In theory rubber boots, wading suits, fishing gear like nets and boats, could serve as a vector for 
DNA from one location to another. Again the amounts of  DNA transported through this pa-
thway are thought to be very small (see above). 
Ballast	water
Some ships use ballast water in order to provide adequate stability to vessels at sea. Ballast is used 
to weigh the ship down and lower its centre of  gravity. Ballast water taken into a tank from one 
body of  water and discharged in another body likely contains eDNA. Depending on the persis-
tence of  eDNA in the ballast tanks this could possibly lead to false positives. Most of  the current 
eDNA work focuses on smaller bodies of  water (ponds, streams etc.) in which this problem does 
not occur. When focusing on large rivers, canals and marine environments, the possibility of  bal-
last water acting as a vector should be taken into account in the interpretation of  results. This can 
be done by only accepting positives if  they can be reproduced over time, by repetitive sampling, 
or only accepting a positive if  a certain threshold amount of  DNA is found in the samples.   

Sewage	water
If  the target species are commercially traded or kept, sewage water might be a source of  con-
tamination. For most endangered species this is very unlikely, as keeping them in captivity or 
trading them is generally forbidden. For IAS and especially for species that are also kept in the 
pet trade, or harvested for food, this pathway could possibly lead to false positives. For example 
it has been shown that melting ice, on which Asian carps were cooled, lead to detection of  this 
Asian carp in eDNA (ECALS, 2013).

Figure	7.5:	sewage	water	can	be	a	source	of 	contamination	of 	DNA		

Movement	by	water	currents
In flowing waters, like rivers and streams, and large bodies of  water with currents, like oceans, 
eDNA could travel from the source, or further upstream to another, downstream, location. In 
the Netherlands water boards manage water levels in their area by letting in, and pumping water 
out of  areas. How far DNA can travel in water depends on the persistence of  DNA and the 
flow rate of  the water. For oceans it was calculated that, theoretically, DNA could move 40 to 
600 km before it is degraded beyond detectability (Thomsen et	al., 2012b). However, as a con-
sequence of  continuous dilution, the probability of  detecting eDNA in marine waters probably 
decreases rapidly with distance from its source, making recovery of  DNA of  local origin much 
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more plausible (Thomsen et	al., 2012b). In an experiment in the United States, 5 salamanders 
were placed in a cage in a stream and eDNA samples were taken at distances of  5 and 50 me-
ters. The samples taken at a distance of  5 meters were all positive, while no eDNA was detected 
in the samples taken at a distance of  50 meters (Pillioad et	al., 2014). The distance from the 
source and resulting increasing dilution was given as the explanation for the negative results.  In 
the Dutch environement it is important to be aware of  water management and flow directions 
within a sampling area, which is dependent on the habitat type. For example, the habitat of  the 
weatherfish (Misgurnus	fossilis) consists of  very shallow, often densely vegetated waters. In these 
waters it is little expected influence from water that comes from elsewhere.  

Release	of 	DNA	from	sediments	
As DNA has been shown to persist in lake sediments for thousands of  years (see 7.4 above), 
there is a possibility that it can be released to the water column upon disturbance and hence 
picked up in a sample. In this scenario the target DNA will belong to previous populations of  
species in the given habitat. Although the chance of  this occurrence must be considered minor, 
the build-up of  organic material (including dead animals) can be extensive in some ponds, and it 
should be considered as a potential source of  false positives.
   
Insufficient sensitivity  

Insufficient sensitivity of  the method used could lead to false negatives, even if  DNA of  the 
target species was present in the samples. The first source of  this potential error is the extrac-
tion of  DNA from the samples. Organic material binds DNA which could lead to inhibition 
(see chapter 3, how to check for inhibition). Extraction from samples with high organic material 
content could be challenging and needs relevant adjustment of  standard extraction protocols.  
Secondly, correct primer design is crucial for sensitivity. Some primers bind to target DNA bet-
ter than others and are therefore able to amplify DNA at lower concentrations (SantaLucia, 
2007). Furthermore eDNA typically consists of  highly degraded and fragmented DNA. This 
means that there are mostly very short sequences (less than 150 base pairs) available in the sam-
ple (Deagle et	al., 2006). If  the amplified fragments are too long, they will miss those sequences 

Figure	7.6:	in	flowing	waters,	like	this	river,	DNA	can	move	from	the	source	down	stream.

7.6
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(e.g. Yoccoz et	al., 2012). The sensitivity of  primers is often tested under lab conditions, on tis-
sue samples of  the target species. This is a good first test, however one should keep in mind that 
in this case high quality DNA is available which might not represent the situation under natural, 
field conditions. For example, testing long primers on tissue samples will give positive results, 
but those long sequences might not be present in samples taken from the field. Therefore, it is 
of  utmost importance to thoroughly test the primers in realistic, field conditions (see chapter 3). 
 
Method failure

The method could fail to perform as expected, for example when samples are stored and 
handled inadequately and DNA in the samples degrades before analyses. Also, other steps in 
the analyses could fail. To test for this it is possible, for the extraction and analyses, to include 
positive controls: samples with known concentrations of  DNA of  the target species (Darling 
and Mahon, 2011). This will then give an indication as to whether the analyses performed as ex-
pected. For method failure in general, it is important that a laboratory tests the sensitivity of  the 
complete methods they work with from sampling to analyses (see chapter 8). Only in this way it 
is possible to guarantee a level of  reliability.  
 
Poor DNA quality

Poor DNA quality in the samples could lead to false negatives, as the analysis fails to detect the 
DNA. Correct storage and handling of  the samples is important to prevent further DNA degra-
dation after collection. Good primers also play a crucial role here. As DNA is degraded it con-
sists of  short fragments. Therefore, primers that amplify short DNA fragments are necessary to 
detect species in an environmental sample. The shorter the target fragment amplified the higher 
the chance that the PCR will be successful on fragmented DNA. Of  course, there is a trade-off  
between identification at lower taxonomic levels and targeting of  short fragments (Thomsen et	
al., 2012a). 

Failure to collect target species DNA

Finally there can be failure to collect DNA of  the target species even though the species and 
its DNA is present at the site. This is an important source of  false negatives. In stagnant wa-
ter DNA does not move far from the target organism. In running waters it can, but due to the 
high dilution the chances of  detection decrease rapidly when moving further away from the 
source. Ecological knowledge on the behaviour and habitat of  the species is crucial (Herder et	
al., 2013b). Which habitats do species use during the course of  a year? When are they most ac-
tive? In which time periods can they be detected in the water (for example amphibians and their 
larvae might not be present in the water year-round)?  Most of  these factors are species specific 
and therefore specialized ecologists are a key factor for sampling success (see chapter 3). Also, 
sampling strategies like the number of  subsamples, and total sample volume, should be adjusted 
to fit the species and the habitat (see chapter 3).

Recommendations for quality control and further research

The potential sources of  error can be summarized within four critical points, where effort 
should be directed to limit the possibilities of  errors arising(Darling and Mahon, 2011). The 
points are: (see next page)

7.7
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Molecular	assay	design
It is of  the utmost importance that methods are developed, rigorously tested, and validated 
before applying them in management situations. A problem that might occur here is that ri-
gorous methodology necessary may be outside the expertise of  many laboratories that have 
recently moved their focus to eDNA work (Darling and Mahon, 2011). As mentioned ear-
lier, labs should, at least, test and validate the whole process, from sampling to analyses, to 
determine the sensitivity of  the methods they use. As described above, many factors can in-
fluence the success rate of  the eDNA method. Methods used in other studies are only par-
tially available as open source information in articles. Therefore, it is not possible to refer to 
sensitivity in other studies, without having tested if  the lab in question is able to reproduce 
this sensitivity adequately (Herder et	al., 2013d). 

Laboratory	quality	control
Darling and Mahon (2011) also state that if  laboratories routinely use the eDNA method, 
there should be quality control test in place for these labs. In that way, policy makers can 
be assured that errors resulting from faulty laboratory (and field) practices can be kept to a 
minimum. They propose that this can work through a system accreditation for laboratories, 
which is already common practice for laboratories working in the field of  waterborne vete-
rinary or human pathogens. Assay reproducibility is a critically important consideration. 

Sampling	design
The success of  the method heavily depends on the chance of  finding DNA of  the target 
species in the sample. Methods should be adjusted to suit the species and the sampled habitat. 
Repeated positive detections from one location, and identification of  spatiotemporal patterns 
might improve confidence in the outcome (Hayes et	al., 2005). The same is true for thorough 
pilot studies, in which locations where the target species is present, as well as locations where 
the target species is absent, are included (Ficetola et	al., 2008; Herder et	al., 2013d). In cases 
where the target species occur at very low densities, there is also the false positive paradox to 
consider: if  the expected incidence of  target species at sampled locations is near, or below, 
the false positive threshold rate it could give misleading results (or incorrect interpretations) 
(Madison, 2007). In this case it is uncertain if  the positive results come from real detection, or 
if  they are false positives. This illustrates the issue that it is particularly difficult to completely 
avoid the possibility of  false positive results in situations where target species are expected to 
occur at low densities. This is often the case with invasive species at the invasion front, and 
with rare, endangered species (Darling and Mahon, 2011). 

Uncertainty	in	relationships	between	the	presence	of 	target	DNA	and	the	presence	of 	viable	target	organisms
Persistence of  detectable DNA differs under different environmental conditions (see 
chapter 2). The persistence of  DNA dissolved in water has been investigated (Dejean et	
al., 2011; Thomsen et	al., 2012a, 2012b). Persistence in other environments is less well un-
derstood and research should be addressed to this to gain more insight. Knowledge on the 
persistence of  DNA is especially important for the interpretation of  results. Other alter-
native explanations for the presence of  DNA without the presence of  viable target orga-
nisms also needs further investigation (see chapter 7.5). It is suggested that RNA templates 
might be used to get higher confidence levels that viable target organisms are present. The 
breakdown rate of  RNA is higher and thereby the persistence lower than in DNA. In this 
way detection of  RNA gives a higher reliability of  recent presence of  viable organisms (e.g  
(Bott et	al., 2010). For single celled organisms, like bacteria, methods have been proposed to 
distinguish between cells that are alive and intact, and dead cells (Nogva et	al., 2003; Soejima 
et	al., 2008). For eDNA studies in which extracellular DNA in the environment is targeted, 
these methods are not applicable.  

1
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What is the detection probability with the eDNA
method?

Detection probability with the eDNA method

The eDNA detection probability can be described as the probability that DNA of  the target 
organism is detected using the eDNA method given that the target organism is present at the 
sampling site. This probability depends on sampling strategy, habitat, target organism density, and 
ecology of  the target organism (can you succeed in getting DNA in your sample?) and as well on 
extraction protocols, analyses and primer specificity (can you succeed in detecting DNA if  it is in 
your sample?). There are several possible errors that could lead to false negative results and hence 
a lower detection probability (see chapter 7). Therefore, it is impossible to specify one, general, 
detection probability for a target species as potential sources of  error differ between studies and 
organizations working with eDNA. 
However, it is possible to estimate the eDNA detection probability for a particular eDNA assay in 
specific situations ( for example, in certain environmental conditions at certain times of  year and 
in comparable habitats). This can be achieved by testing the specific method at a number of  loca-
tions with known presence of  the target species. This gives a detection probability: for example, 
at 80% of  the 20 locations the eDNA method was successful in detecting the target organism. 
Knowledge on the detection probability of  a certain method is important for interpreting the 
results, The interpretation of  positive results is straightforward: the species is present (assuming 
measures have been taken to prevent false positives occurring, see chapter 7). The interpretation 
of  negative results is more challenging: is the species absent or did the method fail to detect the 
species? Knowledge on detection probabilities with the method used can improve confidence in 
the outcome of  a study. This does not apply for the eDNA method only, but also for other me-
thods like visual observations, traps, dip nets, electro fishing etc. 
Other study results provide a good indication of  the possible strength of  the eDNA method in 
detecting target organisms. We summarize these results in table 8.1  (vertebrates) and table 8.2 
(other species). Most of  the studies we included are those in which the method has been tested 
in the field at locations with known presence of  the target organism, as this is the only way to 
validate the results. We also included some studies that found high detection probabilities without 
prior knowledge of  the presence of  the target species. For these studies we indicated the mini-
mum detection probability by adding the symbol >. Please note that these detection probabilities 
depend heavily on the experimental design of  the studies (sampling strategy, habitats sampled, 
lab work, etc.). Some studies, for example, pool the results from different samples taken from 
one location. For instance, if  a study takes 3 samples at each location, and at each location there 
is only one positive sample, then for a pooled study this would be reported as a 100% detection 
rate, whereas if  it was reported per sample the detection probability would only be 33%. Thus, 
when looking at a study that reports individual samples the detection probabilities are likely to be 
lower than in a pooled study. Furthermore, many detection probabilities reported are based on 
a limited number of  test locations. Testing at additional locations in the future will lead to bet-
ter estimations of  detection probabilities. For example, in some studies the target species were 
detected at all tested locations, which resulted in a 100% detection probability. Of  course, if  only 
a limited number of  locations are tested, the chance of  achieving a 100% detection rate is higher 
than in studies with a greater number of  locations tested. Therefore the reported 100% detection 
rate cannot interpreted as a flawless execution of  the eDNA method. For further interpretation 
of  detection probabilities, we refer to articles in which the methods used to achieve a particular 
detection probability are described.

8
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Speciesgroup Scientific name Habitat Detection probability Reference
Amphibians
African clawed frog Xenopus	laevis Ponds 100% (n=6) (Secondi et	al., 2013)
American bullfrog Lithobates	catesbeianus Ponds 100% (n=9) (Ficetola et	al., 2008)
Common spadefoot Pelobates	fuscus Ponds 100% (n=9) (Thomsen et	al., 2012)
Common spadefoot Pelobates	fuscus Ponds 75% (n=4) (Herder, 2013)
Eastern hellbender Cryptobranchus	alleganiensis Streams 20-70% (n=10) * (Olson et	al., 2012)
Eastern hellbender Cryptobranchus	alleganiensis Streams 85% (n=27) (Santas et	al., 2013)
Great crested newt Triturus	cristatus Ponds 91% (n=11) (Thomsen et	al., 2012)
Great crested newt Triturus	cristatus Ponds 99,3% (n=140) (Biggs et	al., 2014)
Great crested newt Triturus	cristatus Ponds 91,2% (n=239) (Biggs et	al., 2014)
Idaho giant salamander Dicamptodon	aterrimus Rivers/ Streams 100% (n=6) (Goldberg et	al., 2011)
Italian crested newt Triturus	carnifex Ponds 100% (n=8) (van Delft et	al., 2013)
Rocky Mountain tailed frog Ascaphus	montanus Rivers / Streams 83% (n=6) (Goldberg et	al., 2011)

Birds
Ostrich Struthio	camelus Soil / Sediments 14% (n=7)** (Andersen et	al., 2012)

Fish
Bluegill sunfish Lepomis	macrochirus Ponds 100%  (n=8) (Takahara et	al., 2013)
Common carp Cyprinus	carpio 90%  (n=21) (Takahara et	al., 2012)
European weatherfish Misgurnus	fossilis Ditches / stagnant water > 54%  (n=15) (Thomsen et	al., 2012)
European weatherfish Misgurnus	fossilis Ponds 100% (n=11) (Thomsen et	al., 2012)
European weatherfish Misgurnus	fossilis Ditches / stagnant water 100%  (n=9) (De Bruin et	al., 2014)
European weatherfish Misgurnus	fossilis Ditches / stagnant water 87,5%  (n=8) (Herder et	al., 2012)
European weatherfish Misgurnus	fossilis Ditches / Ponds 75%  (n=24) (Herder et	al., 2013b)

Mammals
Rodents Rodentia Faeces (species itself) 92% (n = 49)  (Galan et	al., 2012)
Rodents Rodentia Faeces (diet analysis) > 67% (n=12) (Galan et	al., 2012)
Rodents Rodentia Owl pellets > 82% (n=11) (Galan et	al., 2012)
Eurasian otter Lutra	lutra Rivers/ Streams 27% (n=15) (Thomsen et	al., 2012)
Fallow deer Cervus	dama Saliva > 75%(n=1044) (Nichols et	al., 2012)
Harbor porpoise Phocoena	phocoena Ocean 20% (n=5) (Foote et	al., 2013)
Moose Alces	alces Saliva > 75%(n=1044) (Nichols et	al., 2012)
Red deer Cervus	elaphus Saliva > 75%(n=1044) (Nichols et	al., 2012)
Roe deer Capreolus	capreolus Saliva > 75%(n=1044) (Nichols et	al., 2012)
Root vole Microtus	oeconomus Faeces (species itself) > 75%(n=8) (Herder et	al., 2013a)
Root vole Microtus	oeconomus Ditches / stagnant water > 50% (n=10) (Herder et	al., 2013a)
Water shrew Neomys	fodiens Ditches / stagnant water > 0% (n=10) (Herder et	al., 2013a)
Multispecific / specific Mammalia Soil / Sediments 75% (n=?) (Andersen et	al., 2012)

Reptiles
Burmese python Python	bivittatus Ditches / stagnant water 100% (n=5) (Piaggio et	al., 2013)
European pond terrapin Emys	orbiculatus Ponds 60-100% (n=8)*** (Jean, 2013)

Table	8.1:	Detection	probabilities	vertebrates.	The	table	gives	the	species,	sampled	habitat,	detection	probability	(exact,	when	the	presence	of 	the	
target	species	was	known	in	advance	or	as	a	minimum	detection	probability	(shown	with	the	symbol	“>”	when	it	was	uncertain	if 	the	target	species	
was	present	at	all	sampled	locations))	and	the	reference.		

*	Depending	on	the	density	of 	the	species	
**	Only	detected	at	a	depth	of 	0-2	cm	(other	samples	were	collected	deeper)
***	Depending	on	the	samplingstrategy
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Table	8.2:	Detection	probabilities	other	species.	The	table	gives	the	species,	sampled	habitat,	detection	probability	(exact,	when	the	presence	of 	the	
target	species	was	known	in	advance	or	as	a	minimum	detection	probability	(shown	with	the	symbol	“>”	when	it	was	uncertain	if 	the	target	species	
was	present	at	all	sampled	locations))	and	the	reference.		

*	method	2l	water	samples	in	bottles,	**	Method:	Cloth	sieve	to	filter	10l	water,	***	Based	on	4	samples	per	location

Figure	8.1:	species	for	which	the	eDNA	method	has	been	tested		Clockwise	from	top	left:	great	crested	newt,	ostrich,	weatherfish,		European	pond	
terrapin,	Eurasian	otter	and	red-swamp	crayfish.	

Speciesgroup  Scientific name Habitat Detection probability Reference
Dragonflies
Green hawker Aeshna	viridis Ditches / Ponds 78%  (n=9) (Herder et	al., 2013c)
White-faced darter Leucorrhinia	pectoralis Ponds / Lakes 82%  (n=11) (Thomsen et	al., 2012)
White-faced darter Leucorrhinia	pectoralis Ditches / Ponds 75 %  (n=8) (Herder et	al., 2013c)

Crustaceans
Red swamp crayfish Procambarus	clarkii Ponds 73% (n=158) (Treguier et	al., subm)
Tadpole shrimp Lepidurus	apus Ponds 100%  (n=10) (Thomsen et	al., 2012)

Molluscs
New Zealand mudsnail Potamopyrgus	antipodarum Rivers / Streams 83% (n=6) (Goldberg et	al., 2013)
Zebra mussel Dreissena	polymorpha Lakes 10% (n=20) * (Lance and Carr, 2012)
Zebra mussel Dreissena	polymorpha Lakes 51 % (n=37)** (Lance and Carr, 2012)

Fungi
Chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium	dendrobatidis Ponds 90% (n=20) *** (Hyman and Collins, 2012)
Chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium	dendrobatidis Ponds > 67% (n = 42) (Walker et	al., 2007)
Chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium	dendrobatidis Soil / Sediments > 8% (n=52) (Walker et	al., 2007)

Virus
Herpesvirus 3 Cyprinid	herpesvirus	3	(CyHV-3) Rivers / Streams > 90% (n=103) (Minamoto et	al., 2012)
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Analyzing results with occupancy models

With all population surveys, it is unlikely that all individuals, populations, or species will be de-
tected (Schmidt et	al., 2013; Yoccoz et	al., 2001). Occupancy models can help to overcome this 
problem. They use the pattern of  detection and non-detection at sites to calculate the detection 
probability. Using this probability, it is possible to estimate the true proportion of  occupied sites 
(MacKenzie et	al., 2002). Occupancy models can also help to calculate the number of  eDNA 
samples needed to come to a cumulative detection probability of  95% or more. To achieve this 
a minimum of  20 test locations has been proposed (Schmidt et	al., 2013). For many ecological 
questions, occupancy models can be useful as a tool to monitor a trend in the distribution of  a 
species with reduced sampling effort. However, the downside of  occupancy models is that they 
only calculate the proportion of  sites occupied not the specific locations where target organisms 
are found (Schmidt et	al., 2013). New statistical methods are needed to take full advantage of  
eDNA techniques (Yoccoz, 2012).

Detection probabilities per taxonomic group

Detection probabilities depend on the ecological traits of  the target organisms. Firstly, the density 
at which a species generally occurs is important for the probability of  its detection. Species that 
are territorial often occur at much lower densities than nonterritorial species and are therefore 
harder to detect. For example the otter (Lutra lutra) is territorial and has a large home range, which 
decreases the probability that an eDNA sample is taken close enough into an individual to pick up 
DNA of  the species (Thomsen et	al., 2012a). Microorganisms often occur at relatively high den-
sities, hence, it is likely that whole (living) individuals will be present in samples. Therefore, DNA 
quality from microorganisms is often high, which increases the detection probability. Secondly, 
the habitat in which species occur also plays an important role. Species that live in small ponds are 
easier to detect than species that live in vast rivers, lakes, or oceans, or from habitats from which 
it is difficult to extract the DNA (see chapter 9). Species that are semi-aquatic for example, will 
be harder to detect than fully aquatic species, as they leave less DNA in the water (Herder et	al., 
2013a). Thirdly, there are species traits that influence the eDNA production of  animals. Herbi-
vores consume more biomass than carnivores and so produce more faeces and probably release 
more eDNA in the environment (Thomsen et	al., 2012a). Larvae of  amphibians grow very fast 
and then go through metamorphoses, which means they shed large amounts of  DNA. Further-
more, the abundant mucus produced by the epidermal cells of  amphibians and fish is known to be 
a significant source of  (e)DNA (Livia et	al., 2006). Treguier et al. (subm) suggest that the chitinous 
exoskeletons of  crayfish and other invertebrates may reduce the amount of  DNA that is released. 
Feathers or fur of  birds and mammals may also be expetected to  release small amounts of  DNA 
into the environment. 

eDNA can also be used for detection of  plants and bryophytes. Several studies used eDNA 
metabarcoding to reconstruct plant communities (Giguet-Covex et	al., 2014; Taberlet et	al., 2012; 
Valentini et	al., 2010; Willerslev et	al., 2014). In these metabarcoding studies it was not always pos-
sible to  identify organisms to species level.  As far as we are aware, there are no published eDNA 
studies that targeted single specimens and no detection probabilities have been calculated for 
single plant or bryophyte specimens. More research is needed in this field. 

It is not possible to assign a detection probability for a whole taxonomic group. One has to look 
into the individual traits of  the target organism to be able to estimate the detection probability. In 
general, it can be said that amphibians have high detection probabilities as they tend to occur in 

8.2
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small, often isolated, waters, and have high numbers of  larvae that metamorphose in the water. 
Fish also have generally high detection probabilities, but this depends on the ecology of  the spe-
cies and, more importantly, on the habitat they occupy. For example, small and stagnant waters 
produce better results than large and flowing waters (see chapter 9). Mammals, reptiles and birds 
are harder to detect in general, due to their often terrestrial or semi-aquatic lifestyle, lower popu-
lation densities, and impermeable skins or fur that are expected to shed less DNA. 
Amongst the invertebrates, the larger, aquatic species, like crayfish and dragonflies have generally 
high probabilities of  detection. The detection probability is highly dependent on the densities of  
the species. For smaller aquatic invertebrates, at low densities, their small body size means that it is 
doubtful if  they release enough DNA in their environment to be detected. Molecular techniques 
to analyze DNA in bulk samples (homogenized pools of  whole organisms), proves useful, but 
falls out of  the scope of  environmental DNA (See chapter 1). The same applies to other small 
organisms, like bacteria, fungi and viruses. For these groups it is likely that any DNA found in 
environmental samples comes from whole organisms. However, as sampling methods for those 
groups are similar and results are generally good, we included some examples in table 8.2.   

Chapter 11 gives some expectations of  detection probabilities for individual IAS that occur in the 
Netherlands. 

Figure	8.2:	the	slimy	skin	of 	amphibians	and	fish	is	known	as	an	important	source	of 	DNA.		
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In which habitats can eDNA be applied?

The Environmental DNA method can be applied in a wide range of  habitats. In this chapter we 
will describe the different habitats in which eDNA can be applied and the advantages and limi-
tations of  these habitats in relation to eDNA. The different habitats can be divided in aquatic 
habitats (water samples) and sediments, and soils. Furthermore, animal traces like faeces, hair or 
saliva can be used to identify the source species. Finally, organisms can function as environmen-
tal samplers for collecting eDNA (i.e. faeces can be used to identify species presence in the diet, 
or honey can be sued to identify plants that bees have visited, or blood from leeches used to 
identify their hosts). 

Aquatic habitats

As DNA is soluble in water, it can spread over a large area from its initial source. This increases 
the chance of  obtaining eDNA from a water-sample. Persistence of  eDNA in water is relatively 
low, ranging from 1 week up to one month (see chapter 2.2). Hence, finding eDNA in a water 
sample confirms recent presence of  the target species (Dejean et	al., 2011). Aquatic habitats can 
be divided into freshwater and saltwater habitats. Further distinction can be made between stag-
nant and flowing waters, between small and large water bodies and between isolated and non-
isolated waters. Different aquatic habitats are discussed below. An overview of  eDNA studies 
performed in aquatic habitats is given in table 9.1. 

Stagnant freshwater

Ponds
Ponds are small, isolated, stagnant water bodies. Because ponds are isolated target organisms 
cannot migrate into other areas and due to their small size the chance of  sampling close to the 
target organism is high. Dilution of  DNA is relatively low due to small volumes of  water and 
because the water is stagnant (so it is not diluted with water from other locations that is free 
of  DNA of  the target species). All these characteristics favor the successful application of  the 
eDNA method in ponds. This is confirmed by sucessful studies in which the eDNA method 
was tested in ponds with known occurrence of  the target species. Many studies found high de-
tection probabilities, ranging between 73 and 100 percent (see table 8.1 and table 8.2).

Lakes
Lakes are stagnant, often isolated, water bodies but are far larger than ponds. Therefore, water 
volumes are higher and wind may lead to currents within the lake, which leads to mixing of  
water and subsequently, to a higher dilution of  eDNA. Ecological information on where to 
find the target organism within a lake, and adjusting the sampling strategy according to that, is 
important for successful results. Several studies have successfully applied the eDNA method in 
lakes, however detection probability per sample is in general lower than those in smaller water 
bodies. This can be explained by the smaller chance of  sampling in the close proximity of  the 
target species, and the higher dilution of  eDNA. Detection probabilities in lakes are known only 
from studies of  mollusks and mammals and varied from 10% to 51% (Lance and Carr, 2012; 
Thomsen et	al., 2012a) (See table 8.1 and table 8.2).

Ditches
Ditches are small to moderate, man made, depressions to channel water. They are often used to 
drain water from low-lying areas or to channel water for irrigation purposes. Ditches are very 

9
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Habitat Soort Referentie
Stagnant freshwater
Ditches American bullfrog (Herder et	al., 2013d)

European weatherfish (De Bruin et	al., 2014; Herder et	al., 2012, 2013b; P. F. Thomsen et	al., 2012)
Green hawker (Herder et	al., 2013c)
Root vole (Herder et	al., 2013a)
Water shrew (Herder et	al., 2013a)
White-faced darter (Herder et	al., 2013c)

Ponds African clawed frog (Secondi et	al., 2013)
American bullfrog (Dejean et	al., 2012, 2011; Ficetola et	al., 2008; Herder et	al., 2013d)
Bluegill sunfish (Takahara et	al., 2013)
Chytrid fungus (Hyman and Collins, 2012; Walker et	al., 2007)
Common spadefoot (Herder, 2013; P. F. Thomsen et	al., 2012)
European weatherfish (Herder et	al., 2012, 2013b; P. F. Thomsen et	al., 2012)
Great crested newt (Biggs et	al., 2014; Herder et	al., 2013d; P. F. Thomsen et	al., 2012)
Green hawker (Herder et	al., 2013c)
Italian crested newt (van Delft et	al., 2013)
Red swamp crayfish (Treguier et	al., subm)
Siberian sturgeon (Dejean et	al., 2011)
Tadpole shrimp (P. F. Thomsen et	al., 2012)
White-faced darter (Herder et	al., 2013c; P. F. Thomsen et	al., 2012)

Canals Bighead carp (Jerde et	al., 2011)
Silver carp (Jerde et	al., 2011)

Lakes / Lagoons Bighead carp (Jerde et	al., 2013)
Common carp (Takahara et	al., 2012)
Eurasian otter (P. F. Thomsen et	al., 2012)
Silver carp (Jerde et	al., 2013)
Zebra mussel (Lance and Carr, 2012)

Flowing freshwater
Streams Eastern hellbender (Olson et	al., 2012; Santas et	al., 2013)

Eurasean otter (P. F. Thomsen et	al., 2012)
Idaho giant salamander (Goldberg et	al., 2011)
Rocky Mountain tailed frog (Goldberg et	al., 2011)

Rivers Bighead carp (Jerde et	al., 2013, 2011; Mahon et	al., 2013)
Black carp (Mahon et	al., 2013)
Goldfish / common carp (Mahon et	al., 2013)
Grass carp (Mahon et	al., 2013)
Herpesvirus 3 (Minamoto et	al., 2012a, 2009)
Multispecific - fish (Minamoto et	al., 2012b)
New Zealand mudsnail (Goldberg et	al., 2013)
Silver carp (Jerde et	al., 2013, 2011; Mahon et	al., 2013)

Table	9.1:	studies	in	aquatic	habitats.		

Continues	on	next	page	...
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common in agricultural areas in polders in the lower parts of  Western Europe. In the Netherlands 
there are over 300.000 kilometers of  ditches. Ditches are often connected to each other, and to 
larger reservoirs, from where water is pumped out of  the area. In times of  drought, water from 
outside the area can be pumped into the ditches. Due to the connections with other ditches and 
waters, species have the possibility to migrate within a ditch system. This lowers the detection 
probability, as there is a higher chance that samples may be collected further away from the target 
organisms. Therefore, more than in small isolated waters, ecological knowledge on the target spe-
cies plays a crucial role in optimizing eDNA sampling (Herder et	al., 2013b). In other words:it is 
import to have knowledge on  which parts of  the ditch are used by the target organism, at which 
time of  the year. Water volumes in ditches are relatively small so there is not much dilution. When 
sampling in ditches one should be aware of  water regimes in those ditches. Pumping water in from 
outside the area during periods of  drought could also let in eDNA from outside the area, leading 
to locally false positive results. However this probably only plays a role in the larger ditches, and 
not in the small ditches at the dead ends of  the system. Besides, eDNA will quickly dilute as it 
moves further away from the source, thereby strongly decreasing the chance of  detecting false 
positive results. Detection probabilities in ditches are generally good, although several studies have 
found them to be slightly lower than in ponds. Here it must be noted that those detection pro-
babilities could be underestimated, as species can migrate through ditch systems and few studies 
caught/monitored the target species at the exact time, or place, of  eDNA sampling, so the actual 
presence was not hundred percent certain. Studies in which the eDNA method has been tested 

Figure	9.1	pond	at	Wieringen,	the	Netherlands	(left)	and	lake	near	Botshol,	the	Netherlands	(right)

Habitat Soort Referentie
Saltwater
Oceans Barnacles (Jones et	al., 2008)

Blue mussel (Jones et	al., 2008)
Green crab (Jones et	al., 2008)
Harbor porpoise (Foote et	al., 2013)
Bacteria (Preston et	al., 2011)
Multispecific fish (P. F. Thomsen et	al., 2012)(P. . Thomsen et	al., 2012)
Multispecific microbes (Sogin et	al., 2006)
Polychaetes (Jones et	al., 2008)

Continued	table	9.1	(see	previous	page)
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in ditches come from the Netherlands and Denmark. Detection probabilities from these studies 
varied from 54% to 100% for aquatic species like fish (De Bruin et	al., 2014; Herder et	al., 2012, 
2013b; Thomsen et	al., 2012a) and dragonflies (Herder et	al., 2013c) (larvae) and from 0 to at least 
50% for small mammals that live on the water edge (Herder et	al., 2013a) (see table 8.1 and table 
8.2).

 

Figure	9.2	ditch	in	the	Achterhoek,	the	Netherlands	(left)	and		canal	in	the	Netherlands	(right)

Canals
Canals are also man-made channels for water, but they are far larger than ditches. They are often 
built to connect rivers, seas and drainage basins, in order to be used by ships for transportation 
of  cargo. The characteristics of  canals mostly resemble those of  lakes, with large volumes of  
water and possible currents. As far as we know, there are no studies on canals that compare ac-
tual/known presence of  a target species with the detection probability using the eDNA method. 
However, eDNA has been successfully applied to detect Asian carp in canals in the United states 
(Jerde et	al., 2011). However, since there was no prior knowledge on Asian carp presence, it is not 
possible to estimate the detection probability of  the method. 

Running freshwater

Streams
Streams are relatively small water bodies with a current. Due to this current, eDNA that is re-
leased in the water spreads over a larger area. While spreading, this eDNA is also diluted. This 
makes eDNA research in streams more challenging. One issue relates to the origin of  eDNA in 
samples, if  eDNA is found there can be an uncertainty if  it comes from a local origin, or from 
further away. Another issue is related to the dilution effect of  the current in streams, eDNA 
concentrations are expected to be much lower due to this dilution, for which sampling proto-
cols have to be adjusted. Pilliod et al. (2014) found that 5 caged salamanders in a stream were 
detectable within 5 meters from the cage but further downstream (50 meters) they were no 
longer able to detect them. SPYGEN found similar results using a caged sturgeon (Acipenser 
baerii) (unpublished results). This suggests that the chances of  finding DNA in samples, which 
comes from far upstream, is unlikely, but more studies are needed to confirm these suggestions. 
Several studies have successfully applied the eDNA method in streams. Detection probabilities 
for amphibians varied between 20 and 100 percent, often depending on the density of  the target 
organism (Goldberg et	al., 2011; Olson et	al., 2012; Santas et	al., 2013). For the otter (Lutra lutra) 

Continued	table	9.1	(see	previous	page)
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a detection probability of  27 percent was found (Thomsen et	al., 2012a) (See table 8.1 and table 
8.2). 

Rivers
Rivers are large natural water bodies that flow towards the sea, a lake or another river. They can 
be compared to streams, which are in fact small versions of  rivers (see above). The scale of  ri-
vers makes them even more challenging for applying the eDNA method. Rivers contain vast vo-
lumes of  water, especially during periods with high discharge when they carry melt- or rainwater. 
Dilution of  eDNA in the water is extremely high in these periods which reduces the chance of  
finding eDNA in the samples. Sampling in periods with lowest discharge will certainly increase 
the chance of  detection, although it is important that the ecology and phenology of  the target 
species has to be taken into account. Several studies have been performed in rivers. Good results 
in rivers have been achieved for organisms that occur in relatively high densities. For example a 
83% detection probability was found for New Zealand mudsnails (Potamopyrgus antipodarum) 
which occurred at densities of  11-144 individuals per m2 (Goldberg et	al., 2013), and a detection 
probability of  more than 90% was found for herpesvirus 3 (Minamoto et	al., 2012a). For orga-
nisms occurring at low densities, detection probabilities in rivers have not yet been estimated but 
are expected to be relatively low. Several studies detected species with eDNA in rivers, however 
the sampling effort was often large and data on actual presence at the moment of  sampling was 
lacking (Jerde et	al., 2013, 2011; Mahon et	al., 2013a). 
 

Figure	9.3:	stream,	the	Gulp	in	the	Netherlands	(left)	and	river	Loire	in	France	(right)

Saltwater

Marine	environments
Seas and oceans form the largest water bodies on Earth. Marine environments are probably the 
most challenging and difficult aquatic environments for applying the eDNA method. This is be-
cause of  the extreme water-volume to biomass ratio, the effects of  sea currents and wave action 
on dispersion and dilution of  eDNA, and the impact of  salinity on the preservation and extrac-
tion of  eDNA (Thomsen et	al., 2012b). Several studies have been performed targeting microbial 
organisms (e.g.Preston et	al., 2011; Sogin et	al., 2006; Venter et	al., 2004), or on larvae of  macro-
organisms (Jones et	al., 2008). DNA used in these studies may be derived from whole, living, orga-
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Figure	9.5:	Northsea

nisms present in the water samples. This is not comparable to studies on macro-organisms where 
only true eDNA (cellular debris or free DNA) is used (Thomsen et	al., 2012a). For macro-orga-
nisms only a few studies have been performed in marine environments.  Thomsen et al. ( 2012b) 
detected 15 fish species with eDNA along the coast of  Denmark. The number of  species detected 
was comparable to that caught with traditional methods, however the exact species composition at 
the sampled location was unknown and so it is uncertain how many species were “missed”. Foote 
et al. (2012) targeted harbor porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) using the eDNA method in marine 
environments. Inside an enclosure they were successful, but at open sea eDNA only succeeded in 
detecting harbor porposies at 1 out of  5 locations where they were found acoustically. These first 
studies show that successfully applying eDNA in marine environments will be challenging. At the 
same time, they show the potential of  eDNA if  more adequate sampling strategies are developed, 
for example by filtering larger volumes of  water. 

Soils and sediments

As well as aquatic habitats, soils and sediments can contain DNA. Persistence of  DNA in soils can 
be much longer than in aquatic environments (see chapter 2.2). Ancient DNA up to hundreds of  
thousands of  years old can be extracted from soils and sediments to reconstruct past ecosystems 
(Giguet-Covex et	al., 2014; Hofreiter et	al., 2003; Willerslev et	al., 2014, 2003). When studies focus 
on recent presence of  species this obviously brings challenges. As it is often uncertain exactly how 
old DNA found in soil or sediment samples is and so if  species are currently present, or if  DNA 
originates from older sources. The persistence of  DNA in soils and sediments probably also 
results in higher concentrations of  extracellular DNA than in water. In aquatic sediments DNA 
concentrations can be 3 or 4 orders of  magnitude higher than those present in the water column 
(Corinaldesi et	al., 2005). On the other hand, as eDNA does not dissolve in soils and sediments 
like it does in water, dispersion from its original source is limited. This implies that samples have 
to be taken at the exact place where organisms released their DNA. This hampers the efficiency 
of  this method in soils and sediments because the detection probability will be reduced. 

Several studies have focused on DNA from soils or sediments. Distinction can be made between 
studies that worked on small organisms, in which DNA can either come from whole organisms 
present in the sample, and those that targeted extracellular sources from large organisms, in which 
only true eDNA (cellular debris or free DNA) is used. Examples of  the former, are studies on di-

9.2
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atoms, prokaryotes and fungi see table 9.2). Studies that focus on recent/actual presence of  macro 
organisms are scarce. Andersen et al. (2012) took soil samples from zoos in Denmark, from which 
there was detailed knowledge of  which species had been present in the enclosures. They managed 
to successfully detect 4 out of  5 targeted species (4 large mammals + ostrich) in soil samples taken 
from the enclosures. However, it must be noted that the study focused on large animals that live at 
unnaturally high densities within the enclosures. Therefore there was an unnaturally high chance 
of  sampling at the exact location where a species released its DNA. Under natural conditions, spe-
cies occur at much lower densities, and so the chances of  sampling at the exact location were the 
species released their DNA is expected to be low. Other studies have focused on plants (Taberlet 
et	al., 2012; Yoccoz, 2012) and earthworms (Bienert et	al., 2012). So far, we have not found studies 
that used eDNA to confirm the recent presence of  vertebrates from soil or sediment samples. An 
overview of  eDNA studies performed in soil and sediments is given in table 9.2. 

Animal traces

Many large animals leave traces in their environment. Some of  those can be used to extract DNA 
and thereby identify the species. Faecal samples are probably the most well-studied. It is not 
always possible to identify a species by looking only at the morphological characteristics of  its 
faeces. Testing faeces with DNA of  the species can then help to identify its owner. This method 
is very effective with high success rate and has been applied in numerous studies. Some examples 
are; brown bear (Höss et	al., 1992), a multispecific approach for rodents (Galan et	al., 2012), and 
the root vole, of  which droppings are indistinguishable from that of  the field vole and common 
vole (Herder et	al., 2013a). Hairs form another source of  eDNA, that has been used to identify 

Figure	9.6:	Savanne	in	South	Africa,	in	natural	systems	it	will	be	a	challenge	to	collect	eDNA	in	soil	samples	as	
they	have	to	be	taken	exactly	at	the	spot	where	the	animals	have	been.	
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Environment Species Reference
Sediments and Soils
Sediments Chytrid fungus (Walker et	al., 2007)

Multispecific – Plants - nematodes (Willerslev et	al., 2014)
Multispecific – Plants - mammals (Giguet-Covex et	al., 2014)
Multispecific - diatoms (Stoof-Leichsenring et	al., 2012)
Multispecific - prokaryotes (Corinaldesi et	al., 2005)

Soils Multispecific - earthworms (Bienert et	al., 2012)
Multispecific - fungi, bryophytes, enchytraeids, beetles 
and birds.

(Epp et	al., 2012)

Multispecific - mammals - birds (Andersen et	al., 2012)
Multispecific - Plants (Taberlet et	al., 2012)

Animal traces
Terrestrial twigs Moose, Roe Deer, Fallow deer and Red deer (Nichols et	al., 2012)

Hair Brown bear (Taberlet and Bouvet, 1992)

Faeces (direct collection) Brown bear (Höss et	al., 1992)
Multispecific - rodents (Galan et	al., 2012)
Root vole (Herder et	al., 2013a)

Environmental samplers
Bees - Honey Multispecific - plants (Valentini et	al., 2010)
Leeches Multispecific - vertebrates (Schnell et	al., 2012)
Mosquitoes Multispecific - mammals (Kent and Norris, 2005)
Owl pellets Multispecific - rodents (Galan et	al., 2012)
Faeces - diet analyses Many studies used multispecific primers to analyze diet 

from faeces for a whole range of  taxonomic groups. 
Pompanon et al. (2012) provide a good overview. Below 
are some additional studies that were not included in 
the review.  

(Pompanon et	al., 2012)

Multispecific – plant, vertebrate and invertebrate (M. De Barba et	al., 2013)
Multispecific - fish (Deagle et	al., 2013)
Multispecific - rodents (Galan et	al., 2012)
Multispecific - insects (Bohmann et	al., 2011)
Multispecific - plants (Ando et	al., 2013)
Multispecific - vertebrates (Shehzad et	al., 2012)

Table	9.2:	studies	in	other	habitats.		
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brown bears (Taberlet and Bouvet, 1992). Finally, Nichols et al. (2012) found that it is possible to 
determine the ungulate species from the saliva left on the bite site on the browsed twigs. 
The examples above are not exhaustive but give an idea of  what is possible using genetic tech-
niques for identifying animal traces. Contrary to environmental samples from water or soils, for 
this method it is necessary to first find the animal traces themselves, before being able to apply 
the molecular techniques for identification. Hence it gives a only minor advantage over traditional 
methods. However, for secretive species for which traditional methods are time consuming and 
traces are easy to find (but not easy to identify) eDNA is a valuable addition. An overview of  
eDNA studies that used animal traces is given in table 9.2. 

Figur	9.7:		Droppings	of 	the	root	vole	cannot	be	distinguished	from	closely	related	species	in	the	field	but	can	be	
identified	using	eDNA	(Herder	et	al.,	2013a)

Environmental samplers

Several organisms collect eDNA of  other species by feeding on them. Studies on their diets can 
give information of  species that are present in an area. Bees, for example, collect nectar from 
the local plant community. By extracting and analysing DNA from honey, it is possible to re-
construct local plant communities (Valentini et	al., 2010). Some parasites suck blood from their 
hosts. Kent and Norris (2005) showed that blood meals from mosquitoes could be used to iden-
tify hosts for approximately 2 days post feeding. Schnell et al. (2012) performed a similar study 
on blood meals from leeches caught in a rainforest in Vietnam. They managed to detect several 
very rare mammals through DNA found in the leeches. Furthermore, they showed that DNA of  
the host was detectable up to 4 months in the leeches. Finally, faeces (Shehzad et	al., 2012) and 
owl pellets (Taberlet and Fumagalli, 1996) can be used for diet reconstruction and thereby give 
an indication of  species present in an area. Many such studies have been carried out. Pompanon 
et al. (2012) provide an excellent overview, and some other examples are given in table 9.2. One 
should keep in mind that environmental samplers often have species specific preferences, hence 
do not equally sample all organisms. This could lead to over- and under -estimates of  species 
presence. Of  course, it is also possible to take advantage of  this, by selecting predators that are 
specialized in the types of  organisms the study focuses on. Another limitation of  this approach 
is that it is not always possible to be certain where a particular species, found in a diet, comes 
from. For this, knowledge on the home range size, migratory possibilities, and behaviour of  the 
sampler species is crucial.

9.4
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Factors that influence detection of eDNA

There are many abiotic factors (i.e. temperature, UV radiation, amount, etc.) and biotic factors (i.e. 
bacteria and fungi) that could possibly influence DNA persistence. When DNA persistence is lo-
wer in a particular habitat due to environmental conditions, this subsequently lowers the detection 
probability for the eDNA method in this habitat. Secondly, adsorption of  DNA from the water 
column by sediments or organic matter could also lead to a lower detection probabilities (Deere 
et	al., 1996). The abiotic and biotic factors interact with each other in complex ways, which makes 
it hard to estimate their exact role in eDNA degradation (Corinaldesi et	al., 2008). Therefore, pilot 
studies, in which the eDNA method is validated in different habitats, are crucial before using the 
method in other studies. An overview of  these factors and their influence on DNA persistence 
are given in chapter 2. 

Figure	9.8:	Environmental	samplers:	tiger	leech	(left)	and	barn	owl	(right).		

9.5
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How long do the analyses take and what are the
Costs?

With the use of  traditional methods, results are obtained in the field and are instantly available. 
When using the eDNA method, samples collected in the field first have to be transported to the 
lab for further processing and analysis, before results are obtained. This could have limitations 
for the use of  eDNA in cases where real-time species detection is required (i.e. in ballast water). 
Real-time, field based, detection technologies using eDNA are under development (Mahon et	al., 
2013a) but still have to prove their value under field conditions, in terms of  sensitivity and prac-
tical use. In most cases a short period of  time between sampling and obtaining the results is ac-
ceptable. For many rare and secretive species, detection probabilities with eDNA are higher than 
those obtained with traditional methods (Dejean et	al., 2012; Herder et	al., 2013b; Thomsen et	al., 
2012a) and therefore use of  the eDNA method might be more appropriate. For species that are 
easy to monitor with traditional methods, this can be the other way around. 
In this chapter we look into the time needed from sampling to results. We provide a rough esti-
mate of  the costs for the different eDNA analysis methods and finally use some case-studies to 
show the cost efficiency of  eDNA versus traditional methods.

Time from sample to results

The time needed from taking the sample to having results includes the sampling itself, transport 
to the lab, and time needed for the extraction and PCR analyses. Theoretically, this can be done 
within a few days for the single species approach using qPCR, assuming that the lab is close to 
the sample location, and samples are extracted and analysed straight away. In reality, labs are often 
situated further away from the sampling location, which means transport takes longer, or all the 
samples from one project are stored locally first before being shipped to the lab. Labs are generally 
occupied by many projects at the same time, in order to limit the costs of  analysis. This means that 
the actual throughput time will be longer as equipment and staff  has to be shared between project.  
Therefore, time has to be scheduled for the extraction and analyses of  samples.  Generally the 
time from sampling to results is about 4 to 6 weeks. With careful advance planning it is possible 
to reduce this time period. 
For the multispecific approach, next generation sequencing is needed and the raw data files con-
taining all sequences have to be analyzed to match the sequences to species in the database.  These 
extra steps make this method more time consuming, and time from sampling to results can vary 
between 2 to 4 months. This delay could be reduced in the future if  sequencing technology evol-
ves and becomes faster. 

Costs of the eDNA method

Sampling
The costs of  sampling depend on the labour costs of  the field worker, the sampling strategy, 
and subsequently, the time needed per sample. Experience and ecological knowledge plays a cru-
cial role in sampling success (in order to successfully get DNA of  the target species in your sam-
ple, see chapter 3). Furthermore, sampling strategies vary from taking small amounts of  water, 
to filtration of  large volumes of  water. Different sampling methods come with different costs 
of  materials (i.e. filters, buffers etc.) and different time investments (labour costs). Both factors 
influence the detection probability. Therefore it is necessary to look, not only, at the price but 
also at the reliability. For example, a strategy that is twice as cheap but that has a third of  the 

10.1

10.2

10
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detection probability will, ultimately, be more expensive to obtaining similar results than a more 
costly but efficient methodology.  

Costs	of 	analysis	of 	single	species	
There is not one single method for eDNA analyses, all labs use their own protocols, equipment 
etc. On average prices will be around €150 for the analyses of  a sample for one species using 
qPCR. The price varies between suppliers and depends initially on the costs of  labour. Further-
more, the price depends on several factors that influence the quality and reliability of  the out-
come; for example on the number of  extractions or PCRs performed on the sample (the more 
PCRs the higher the detection probability). Including positive and negative controls also adds to 
the cost, but is indispensable for a reliable outcome (see chapter 3). The investment in validated 
primers that are well tested bioinformatically, in the lab and in the field is a necessity for reliable 
outcomes (see chapter 3). Last, but not least, the lab should be equipped for working with eDNA 
(see chapter 3), this means investing in measures that prevent contamination. 

Clients should be aware of  all factors that influence the reliability of  the eDNA method menti-
oned above, to be able to compare different suppliers to find the best price/quality ratio. 

Costs	of 	analysis	of 	multiple	species	
Approximately three species can be analysed with qPCR and species specific primers as descri-
bed above.  Additional costs are only slightly higher for the additional species (+€40 per extra 
species) as many actions performed (i.e. extraction, qPCR etc.) will stay the same. For detecting 
more than 3 species from a sample, use of  next generation sequencing is recommended (see 
chapter 4). The price per sample will be higherwith next generation sequencing as extra steps are 
needed for sequencing the PCR products and matching the RAW datafiles to species in a data-
base . On average this process with cost around €350 for one group of  species (e.g. amphibians 
or fish). This cost includes the extraction, PCR, sequencing and data analysis. € 100-200 is added 
for additional groups. 

Cost efficiency compared to traditional methods

In general it is not possible to say that eDNA is more cost-efficient than traditional methods as 
this depends on the target species. For example, for secretive and rare species eDNA is often 
more cost-efficient than traditional methods because of  its higher detection probability. For 
example, Dejean et al. (2012) calculated that the eDNA method was 2.5 times cheaper, and less 
time consuming, than traditional methods for surveying invasive American bull frogs (Lithobates	
catesbeianus). For great crested newts it was estimated that, to obtain the same detection proba-
bility, an eDNA survey will be 6-10 times cheaper than classical surveys using a combination of  
torch counting and bottle traps (Biggs et	al., 2014). On the other hand, for species that are easy 
to observe or catch with traditional methods, eDNA will be less cost effective than traditional 
methods, as it adds the extra step of  lab analysis to the fieldwork. So, based on how difficult it is 
to monitor species with traditional methods, eDNA can be more or less cost effective. Further-
more, it should be noted that detection efficiency using traditional methods is often highly de-
pendent on the skill and experience of  the personnel carrying out the survey for the particular 
species. Therefore, comparisons between traditional methods and eDNA are dependent on the 
level of  competence of  the practitioners conducting either type of  survey. Below we provide 
some case studies to illustrate this. 

10.3
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Box 10.1 - Weatherfish (eDNA more cost effective)

The weather fish (Misgurnus	fossilis) is a secretive species that is very hard to catch with traditional 
methods. The most commonly used traditional method for professional fieldwork on the weather 
fish is electrofishing. Detection probabilities for electrofishing have been studied in the past. Spik-
mans et al. (2008) found a detection probability of  69 percent based on 0.5 man-hour effort per 
site. However, only 2 areas that had very high densities of  weather fish were studied. Therefore, 
these results are probably not representative of  detection probabilities in areas in which average 
densities of  the species occurs (Herder et	al., 2013b). De Bruin et al. (2014) found a detection 
probability of  36 percent based on a 1.5 man-hour effort per site and 25 locations, which gives a 
better estimate as more sites were studied and densities of  weather fish were more representative 
of  average densities at those locations. To simplify the calculation, here we use the approximate 
average of  both detection probabilities, which is 50 percent detection probability for a 1.5 man-
hour effort per site. Note that this is probably still an overestimate. Detection probabilities found 
by RAVON, for the weather fish, vary between 75 and 100 percent using the eDNA method (De 
Bruin et	al., 2014; Herder et	al., 2013b, 2012a). Here we will use the average of  87,5%. For cost 
comparisons we only include time needed in the field, and not travel time between locations as this 
will be equivalent for both methods. For the calculation we used a tariff  of  € 500 a day for the field 
work. Collecting one eDNA sample will take a maximum of  0.5 hours. 

Per location the costs for eDNA are € 150 for the analysis + € 31,25 for the 0.5 hour fieldwork 
which adds to a total of  € 181,25. For electrofishing costs are € 93,75 for the 1.5 hour fieldwork. 
At first look the traditional methods seem to be cheaper. However, as the single visit with electro-
fishing only results in a detection probability of, at highest, 50 percent, more visits are necessary 
to get to the 87,5 percent detection probability obtained with eDNA. To be exact, the first visit 
with traditional methods will give 50% detection probability, 2 visits will give a cumulative detec-
tion probability of  75% (50% + (50% times 50%) and 3 visits will give a cumulative detection 
probability of  87,5% which is equal to one visit using the eDNA method.  Hence, to get equiva-
lent detection probabilities of  87,5%, only one visit (costing € 181,25) is needed with the eDNA 
method while three visits with electrofishing are needed (costing 3 times € 93,75 which adds up 
to a total of  € 281,25). Thereby, eDNA is at least one and a half  times more cost effective than 
electrofishing (note that we overestimated the detection probability of  electrofishing to simplify 
the calculation, and that we did not correct for the extra travel time needed for the 2 additional 
visits with electrofishing). 
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Box 10.2 - Spined Loach and bitterling (traditional methods more             
cost effective)

The spined loach (Cobitis taenia) is closely related to the weatherfish but far easier to catch. The 
same applies for the bitterling (Rhodeus amarus). This is the reason why RAVON did not carry out 
species-specific eDNA studies for these species. Spikmans et al. (2008) found that both species are, 
with the right ecological knowledge of  their habitats, easy to catch with only a 15 minute effort. 
Without making a calculation it is easy to see that traditional methods will be more cost effective 
for these species. As compared to traditional methods, a similar, or higher, sampling effort per 
location will be needed with eDNA method, the eDNA method will also be more expensive as 
analysis costs are additional to the field work. Therefore traditional methods are preferred, over 
species-specific eDNA methods, for these species as they are more cost-effective. 

Box 10.3 Great crested newt (eDNA more cost effective)

The great crested newt (Triturus	cristatus) is listed as a priority species in the UK. Recently the use 
of  eDNA in detecting the presence of  great crested newts in ponds was evaluated, to support 
the development of  a surveillance programme in Great Britain (Biggs et	al., 2014). It was de-
monstrated that the eDNA method performed better than traditional methods (torch counting, 
bottle trapping, daytime visual searching and egg searching). To achieve results similar to that of  
the eDNA methods, torch counting and bottle trapping had to be combined. Furthermore, they 
calculated that collecting eDNA samples was far less time consuming (2 hours for one person) 
than conventional methods (24 hours with 2 people, for four visits using torch counting and bot-
tle trapping). They calculated that the eDNA method was 6-10 times more cost-effective than an 
equivalent standard conventional survey using torch counting and bottle trapping. It must be no-
ted that the calculation made applies only for the UK situation. In the Netherlands for example, 
conventional research is carried out by only one instead of  two people, which saves half  the 
time. Furthermore dip nets are used additionally and therefore 3 visits instead of  4 are recom-
mended (DR, 2011). 
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Box 10.4 Common spadefoot (eDNA more cost effective)

The common spadefoot (Pelobates	fuscus) is by far the most difficult amphibian species to monitor 
in the Netherlands. Adults live on land, are only active during  (wet) nights and hide underground 
during the day. Mating season is short, and the common spadefoot calls from under the water 
surface which makes them very hard to locate. Traditional research focuses on calling individu-
als, and on catching larvae with dip nets and amphibian traps. The exact detection probability 
for common spadefoot is unknown but it is very low. This is  especially true for populations 
where few individuals remain, which is the case for most Dutch populations. One can distinguish 
between confirming presence of  the species and confirming successful breeding.  For confirming 
presence of  the species, searching for calling individuals in early spring is the easiest method. An 
estimate of  3 visits of  approximately 3 hours is needed to be fairly certain if  the species is pre-
sent or absent. Many studies however, are interested in the reproduction success and therefore 
target the larvae. The best way to do that is by using amphibian traps.  To detect larvae of  low 
density populations, intensive and prolonged sampling effort is required; for example 3 capturing 
events with amphibian traps for 3 consecutive days. Including the time taken to travel to the loca-
tions this adds up to 48 hours of  working time. In studies from RAVON, this method was duely 
applied and resulted in only 2 to 19 individual larvae caught per year. Using the eDNA method 
detection probabilities of  between 75 and 100% were found based on a single sample (Herder, 
2013; Thomsen et	al., 2012a). When sampling in June, adults are expected to live on land and it 
can be assumed that eDNA found in the water comes from larvae, thus confirming successful 
reproduction. Without making an exact calculation (which is not possible due to the lack of  de-
tection probabilities with traditional methods) it is easy to see that eDNA is more cost-effective 
for confirming the presence of  common spadefoot than traditional methods (more than twice) 
and much more effective for confirming successful reproduction (approximately 10 to 15 times!) 
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11

11.1

IAS and the eDNA method

The importance of early warning concerning invasive alien species

Invasive alien species (IAS) are a major threat to biodiversity and can lead to global homogeni-
zation (Ehrenfeld, 2010; Genovesi et	al., 2010; Hulme, 2007; Kraus, 2008; Pyšek and Richardson, 
2010; Vitousek et	al., 1997) They can harm ecosystem services (Vilà et	al., 2009) and are expec-
ted to cause losses of  over € 12 billion per year within the European economy (Kettunen et	al., 
2009). One-third of  the bird species included on the IUCN Red List, 6% of  the mammals, and 
11% of  the amphibians are threatened by IAS (Genovesi et	al., 2010). IAS may outcompete, 
predate or hybridize with native species and can function as a vector for exotic diseases (Kraus, 
2008). There are numerous examples, worldwide, of  IAS affecting native species and ecosys-
tems. Wilcove and Bean (1994) showed that 68% of  freshwater fishes in the continental Uni-
ted States known to have become extinct between 1890 and 1991, were negatively affected by 
introduced non-native fishes. In the Netherlands well known examples of  IAS affecting native 
species and ecosystems are American bullfrog (Devisscher et	al., 2012; Goverse et	al., 2012; Spit-
zen-van der Sluijs and Zollinger, 2010; Van Delft and Creemers, 2013), water pennywort (Hy-
drocotyle ranunculoides)  (Anonymous, 2013), pumpkinseed sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus) (Van 
Kleef  et	al., 2013, 2008), and several crayfish species e.g. Procambarus	clarkii (Koese and Evers, 
2011; Soes and Koese, 2010; van der Wal et	al., 2013).

Once an IAS becomes established, costs of  control actions can be extremely high, and com-
plete eradication might not be possible (EEA, 2010; Kraus, 2008). In the early stages after IAS 
introduction, detection of  the species is almost impossible unless its density exceeds a certain 
threshold (Harvey et	al., 2009; Hulme, 2006). This threshold depends on the monitoring method 
and effort used. Depending on the species, insects are less likely to be spotted than, for example, 
birds. Species detection may only be possible once the species is already well-established (Myers 
et	al., 2000). For the success of  an eradication operation it is of  utmost importance to be able 
to detect IAS at low densities. This ability will subsequently decrease the costs of  management 
actions, and reduce the impact on the ecosystem involved (Dejean et	al., 2012; Mehta et	al., 2007). 
Therefore, there is an urgent need for methods that improve the probability of  early detection 
(Dejean et	al., 2012; Harvey et	al., 2009). It is widely recognized that an effective framework for 
early warning and rapid response (EWRR) is a crucial element of  any policy aimed at preventing 
the establishment of  IAS, or mitigating the impacts of  biological invasions (Genovesi et	al., 2010; 
Wittenberg and Cock, 2001). This is not only scientifically accepted, but has also been adopted 
in international policy. The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) states in article 8(h) that 
“Each Contracting Party shall, as far as possible and as appropriate, prevent the introduction of, 
control or eradicate those alien species which threaten ecosystems, habitats or species” (CBD, 
1992). The Netherlands has ratified this Convention. At the tenth Conference of  the Parties of  
the CBD, an important Target was adopted, which deals with the pressure exerted by invasive 
alien species on biodiversity: “Target 9: By 2020, invasive alien species and pathways are identified 
and prioritized, priority species are controlled or eradicated and measures are in place to manage 
pathways to prevent their introduction and establishment”  (CBD, 2010). The European Com-
mission has formally recognized the urgent need to tackle the problem of  IAS. This is stated in its 
report ‘Towards an EU Strategy on Invasive Species’ (COM, 2008). There, it commits to develop 
a policy on IAS and establish an early warning system. The Council of  European Ministers en-
dorsed these commitments in the Conclusions of  its 2953rd meeting. It is expected that in 2014, 
an EU-regulation on IAS will be adopted by the European Parliament and the Member States. 
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11.2

This regulation details IAS of  EU interest, and important introduction routes of  invasive species 
(Lammers, NVWA, personal communication).
In addition, in 2009 G8 Environment Ministers stressed the urgent need to combat invasive spe-
cies. They called to establish a global early warning system (Shine et	al., 2010).

Early warning with the eDNA method

Environmental DNA can be a crucial link in this important EWRR framework, especially in 
aquatic environments, since it permits the early detection of  IAS at very low densities, and at 
any life stage, which is particularly important for the detection of  rare and⁄or secretive aquatic 
species (Dejean et	al., 2012; Ficetola et	al., 2008; Jerde et	al., 2011). This has been proven in several 
studies (see chapter 8), of  which the studies on Asian carp (e.g. Jerde et	al., 2013, 2011; Mahon et	
al., 2013b) and on American bullfrog in France (Dejean et	al., 2012) are probably the best known 
examples. The detection probability of  low-density populations can be increased by increasing 
sampling effort (i.e. increasing the number of  visits or traps per site). Increasing these conventio-
nal sampling efforts sufficiently, might however, be unfeasible (Jerde et	al., 2011). eDNA sampling 
has proven to be a much more effective method to detect (low-density) populations of, especially 
aquatic, IAS (Dejean et	al., 2012; Ficetola et	al., 2008; Jerde et	al., 2011; Mahon et	al., 2013b).  

Moreover, eDNA can be an extremely powerful tool to monitor and evaluate results of  manage-
ment actions in the field. Application of  this method can greatly increase the knowledge about 
when, where, and how long a management action should take place. Absence of  this knowledge 
might lead to no action taken, or the execution of  ineffective, or even excessive and thus un-
necessarily expensive, measures (Jerde et	al., 2011; Lodge, n.d.). For example, control actions can 
reduce the density of  bullfrogs (Devisscher et	al., 2012; Goverse et	al., 2012; Guibert et	al., 2010; 
Spitzen-van der Sluijs and Zollinger, 2010; Van Delft and Creemers, 2013), but the relationship 
between amphibian detection probability and density suggests that small populations are more 
likely to escape detection (Tanadini and Schmidt, 2011). This might lead to an overestimation of  
the results of  control actions. Therefore, it is important to use eDNA in early warning systems 
(e.g. see box 11.1, 11.3 and 11.4), before management decisions are made (e.g. box 11.2 and 11.4) 
and to evaluate results after management has taken place (e.g. box 11.1).

Perspectives on applying eDNA on (expected) Invasive Alien Species in the         
Netherlands 

As has been made clear in this report, eDNA can be a highly effective tool in IAS studies; to 
study pathways, to set up early warning systems, to gather information on distribution needed 
to make management decisions, and to evaluate the results after management has taken place. 
Till now eDNA has been mostly used with aquatic target species, because of  the advantages that 
aquatic habitats offer to eDNA research (see chapter 9). Detection probabilities in other habitats 
are generally lower and, as persistence time of  eDNA in other environments can be very long 
(see chapter 2), interpreting results can be challenging (is a species still present if  eDNA is de-
tected?).  Methods that use eDNA to analyze faeces, honey etc. can provide information on local 
species occurrence but are often still restricted by the need for a fairly large sampling effort (you 
first have to find the faeces before you can analyze it), and therefore less useful in early warning 
systems that need to be quick. 

11.3
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Box 11.1 – American bullfrog 

The American bullfrog (Lithobates	catesbeianus)  is considered as one of  the top 100 most 
harmful IAS in the world (Lowe et	al., 2000). It is also the first macro-organism for 
which the eDNA method was described in aquatic environments (Ficetola et	al., 2008). 
Dejean et al. (2012) carried out a large comparative study between eDNA and conventi-
onal methods in 49 ponds in France. The eDNA method proved to have a much higher 
detection probability (78%) than conventional methods based on visual and auditory 
encounter (14%), see figure 11.1.  This  higher detection probability makes the eDNA 
method perfect for implementation in early warning systems for this species. In the 
Netherlands in 2010 a population of  American bullfrogs was discovered in two large 
private ponds in Baarlo. A program was set up to eradicate the species (Creemers, 2011; 
Goverse et	al., 2012). In these ponds the success of  this eradication was monitored with 
the eDNA method. In 2012 bullfrogs were still detected at one location (Van Delft 
and Creemers, 2012). In 2013 bullfrogs were no longer detected, which might indicate 
that the eradication was successful. However, as juveniles and sub-adults might show 
up later, they could have been missed in the 2013 monitoring. Therefore the locations 
will be monitored for the coming years (Lammers, NVWA, personal communication). 
Furthermore eDNA was used to set up an early warning system in the province Noord-
Brabant. Close to the Dutch border there are several populations of  bullfrogs in Belgi-
um, along the border 30 locations were monitored with eDNA. No bullfrogs have been 
detected so far (Van Delft and Creemers, 2013). 

 

(a) Distribution of  bullfrog in an area in France based on traditional surveys. (b) Distribution of  
bullfrog in the same area in France based on environmental DNA (eDNA) surveys. Red circles 
represent the ponds where the American bullfrog were detected, and open circles represent the 
pond where the species was not detected.(From Dejean et	al., 2012).
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Tables 8.1 and 8.2 give an overview of  species for which detection probabilities have been stu-
died. eDNA research mostly focuses on endangered species or IAS. For some globally notorious 
IAS the eDNA method has been tested and validated. eDNA applications for more IAS are un-
der development all over the world, but still have to be tested and validated (see chapter 2). Ne-
vertheless it is clear that the eDNA method  can be used for a wide variety of  taxonomic groups 
such as bacteria, viruses, fungi, plants, crustaceans, molluscs, invertebrates, fish, amphibians, 
birds and mammals (see chapter 8). 

eDNA detection for IAS in the Netherlands is currently used for Lithobates	catesbeianus (Delft and 
Creemers, 2013; Delft and Creemers, 2012) and Triturus carnifex  (Van Delft and Herder, 2014; 
Van Delft et	al., 2013). Validated primers are also available, and ready to be used, for Procambarus	
clarkii (Treguier et	al., subm). The method might be very fruitful for aquatic IAS in the Nether-
lands. Theoretically, it is possible to make primers for every single species; there are no known 
genetic traits, for any families or genera, which would make primer design impossible. However, 
certain species groups are not well covered by public genetic databases, which makes it difficult 
to design primers (see chapter 4). Furthermore, eDNA is most efficient in aquatic habitats, espe-
cially in smaller stagnant waters (see chapter 9) and might be less useful for species that occupy 
other habitats. 

Since it is theoretically possible to find suitable primers for every single IAS it is not useful to 
make a list of  all Dutch IAS (more than 1000 species) with the possibility of  using eDNA to 
detect them. Instead, we have chosen to make a list of  species which are on the “alarm lists” of  
the online data entry portals of  the Netherlands and Belgium: Waarneming.nl and Waarnemingen.
be, on the list of  species with full species-specific texts on the website Soortenregister.nl (Dutch 
Species Catalogue) and on the list of  target species for the Signaleringsproject Exoten (National 
Early Warning Project IAS on all relevant taxonomic groups). These species are listed in table 11.1
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Box 11.2 - Italian crested newt 

The Italian crested newt (Triturus	carnifex) is an IAS in the Netherlands that is closely related to 
the endangered native crested newt (Triturus	cristatus) (Habitats Directive Annex II and IV and Ap-
pendix 2 of  the Bern Convention). Introduced populations of  Italian crested newts outside their 
native range, has lead to genetically polluted populations of  indigenous crested newts in some 
regions (Arntzen and Thorpe, 1999; Brede et	al., 2000; Franzen et	al., 2002). 

The Italian crested newt was first found in the Netherlands in 1997.  Intensive surveys in recent 
years has revealed the presence of  the species in 34 different waters in the central part of  the coun-
try. Genetic research showed, besides hybridization, also introgression (gene flow by backcrossing) 
to both species (Meilink et	al., 2013).

In 2013 eDNA primers for T.	carnifex were designed and validated. 8 waters with known presence 
of  T.	carnifex	scored positively with eDNA (100% detection probability) and all 4 control waters 
without T.	carnifex (but 2 of  them with T.	cristatus) scored negatively (Van Delft et	al., 2013). Next, 
56 waters along the edge of  the known distribution of	T.	carnifex were sampled with eDNA, and 
tested for both T.	cristatus	and T.	carnifex. This revealed the presence of  T.	carnifex in 4 waters just 
outside the extreme eastern limit of  the known distribution. In one of  those water bodies	T.	crista-
tus	was also detected with eDNA, implicating possible hybridization (Van Delft and Herder, 2014).

 As eDNA studies mainly target mitochondrial DNA it is not possible to differentiate between hy-
brids and their maternal species (as hybrids have mitochondrial DNA of  their mother, see chapter 
2). It must be noted, that this is often not possible based on morphological characteristics either, 
and so hybrids might escape detection (Meilink et	al., 2013). If  the invasive species is male and it 
hybridises with a native species female, these hybrids will not be detected using the eDNA method. 
When looking at both parent species concurrently, this can give a good indication of  possible 
hybridization (finding eDNA of  both parent species), especially with species that are known to 
hybridise readily, as is the case with both crested newts.  Another advantage of  the eDNA method, 
is the (far) higher detection probability and therefore the more reliable negative results. This higher 
sensitivity is especially useful at the invasion front where densities of  IAS are typically low.  
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Box 11.3 - Red-swamp crayfish 

Red-swamp crayfish (Procambaris	clarkii) is considered one of  the top 100 most harmful IAS in 
Europe (European Environmental Agency, 2007). Treguier et al. (subm) successfully designed 
and validated primers for this species. In a large study they compared the eDNA method with 
a traditional method using food baited traps. In total, 158 ponds, of  which no prior knowledge 
of  the occurrence of  the red-swamp crayfish was available, were sampled with both methods. 
Therefore, to estimate detection probabilities, only ponds in which crayfishes were detected with 
at least one of  the methods were taken into account (total of  78 ponds). From those, red-swamp 
crayfish were trapped in 51 ponds (65%) and detected with eDNA in 57 ponds (73%). However, 
it must be noted that those are likely overestimations of  the detection probabilities for both me-
thods as it is possible that both methods failed to detect crayfish in some ponds (which are not 
taken in account when calculating detection probabilities). In shallow ponds, with relatively high 
densities of  crayfish, eDNA performed better than trapping. In contrast in deeper ponds, with 
low densities (less than 2 individuals trapped), eDNA performed poorly. At such low densities 
food-baited traps that actively attract the crayfish maybe an advantage over passive results from 
the eDNA sampling strategy. It is proposed that both methods could be combined for monito-
ring, to achieve a higher total detection probability. 
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Box 11.,4 - Asian carp

For fish, the studies on Asian carp provide a good example of  the use of  eDNA to monitor IAS.  
eDNA surveillance was used to delineate the invasion front of  bighead carp (Hypophthalmichthys	
nobilis) and silver carp (H.	molitrix) in the USA. It was demonstrated that eDNA had a much greater 
detection probability, expressed as a higher catch per unit effort than electrofishing. After the dis-
covery of  silver carp DNA, it took 93 person days of  electrofishing to catch only one silver carp in 
order to confirm their presence  (Jerde et	al., 2011). The sensitivity of  the eDNA method for the 
detection of  Asian carp was further validated in a study by Mahon et al. (2013b). They used eDNA 
to sample a 2.6 mile stretch of  the Chicago canal. Subsequently this stretch was treated with pisci-
des, thereby providing detailed information on the actual presence and abundances of  Asian carp. 
The results found with eDNA were consistent with the results found after the piscides treatment. 
More than 50% of  the samples showed positive results for grass carp that was present at only low 
densities (e.g. 21 carcasses recovered from an estimated 43 grass carp present). eDNA sampling is 
used in a  Great Lakes, basin wide, surveillance program. Since 2009 at least 2822 eDNA samples 
have been collected (Jerde et	al., 2013). Although conventional methods, like electrofishing and 
nets, provide limited detection probabilities (Moy et	al., 2011), they can provide data not possible 
with eDNA (e.g. data on reproduction and physical evidence of  presence). It has been proposed 
that eDNA methods be implemented in a surveillance program, alongside conventional sampling, 
to employ the unique strengths of  multiple sampling tools (Jerde et	al., 2013).
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Scientific name Listed where? Aquatic? Expected usefulness eDNA
Tracheophyta
Ailanthus	altissima	 So No -
Akebia	quinata W No -
Ambrosia	artemisiifolia	 So No -
Ambrosia	psilostachya So No -
Ambrosia	trifida	 So No -
Amelanchier	spicata W No -
Baccharis	halimifolia	 So No -
Cabomba	caroliniana	 So, W Yes ++?
Carpobrotus	edulis W No -
Cornus	sericea	 So No -
Cortaderia	selloana W No -
Crassula	helmsii	 So Yes ++?
Echinocystis	lobata W No -
Egeria	densa	 So Yes ++?
Eichhornia	crassipes	 So Yes -
Fallopia	japonica	 So No -
Heracleum	mantegazzianum	 So No -
Hydrilla	verticillata W Yes ++?
Hydrocotyle	ranunculoides	 So Yes +?
Lagarosiphon	major	 So Yes +++?
Lonicera	japonica W No -
Ludwigia	peploides	 So, W Yes +?
Ludwigia	grandiflora	 So Yes +?
Lysichiton	americanus	 So, W (No) -
Myriophyllum	heterophyllum	 So Yes ++?
Myriophyllum	aquaticum	 So Yes ++?
Phytolacca	americana W No -
Prunus	serotina	 So No -
Rhus	radicans	 So No -
Sagittaria	latifolia	 So Yes +?
Sicyos	angulatus	 So No -
Solidago	nemoralis	 So No -
Aves

Table	11.1	gives	an	overview	of 	IAS	on	the	“alarm	lists”	of 	the	online	data	entry	portals	of 	the	Netherlands	and	Belgium:	
Waarneming.nl	and	Waarnemingen.be,	on	the	list	of 	species,	with	full	species	specific	texts,	on	the	website	Soortenregister.nl	
(Dutch	Species	Catalogue),	and	on	the	list	of 	target	species	for	the	Signaleringsproject	Exoten	2012-2013	and	2013-2014	
(National	Early	Warning	Project	IAS	on	all	relevant	taxonomic	groups).	For	each	species,	the	lists	on	which	it	is	represented	
are	given,	if 	it	is	aquatic	or	not	(as	this	is	of 	major	importance	for	the	use	of 	eDNA;	see	chapter	9),	and	the	predicted	ability	
of 	eDNA	method	to	detect	it.	This	ability	is	well	established	for	a	small	number	of 	IAS,	especially	amphibians,	crustaceans	
and	some	molluscs.	Based	on	this	knowledge	and	expert	judgement,	the	effectiveness	of 	the	eDNA	method	for	other	species	is	
given.	All	terrestrial	species	are	listed	as	negative	(i.e.	eDNA	not	useful),	as	the	application	of 	eDNA	in	terrestrial	systems	
is	currently	limited	(see	chapter	9)	and	the	DNA	persists	for	considerable	periods	of 	time	in	terrestrial	systems,	hence	it	is	
difficult	to	differentiate	between	current	or	historical	species	presence.	The	(semi)-aquatic	species	are	classified	1	to	4	“+”,	if 	
there	is	some	value	in	applying	eDNA.
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Scientific name Listed where? Aquatic? Expected usefulness eDNA
Acridotheres	cristatellus W No -
Aix	galericulata	 So (Yes) +
Alopochen	aegyptiaca	 So (Yes) +
Anser	indicus	 So (Yes) +
Branta	candanesis	 So (Yes) +
Corvus	splendens	 So, W, Si No -
Cygnus	atratus So (Yes) +
Oxyura	jamaicensis	 So, W, Si (Yes) +
Paradoxornis	webbianus Si No -
Phasianus	colchicus	 So No -
Psittacula	krameri	 So No -
Tadorna	ferruginea	 So (Yes) +
Threskiornis	aethiopicus W, Si (Yes) +
Mammalia
Callosciurus	erythraeus W, Si No -
Callosciurus	finlaysonii W, Si No -
Cervus	nippon W, Si No -
Muntiacus	reevesi	 So, W, Si No -
Mustela	vison W, Si (Yes) ++
Nyctereutes	procyonoides W No -
Procyon	lotor So (Yes) +
Sciurus	carolinensis	 So, W, Si No -
Sciurus	lis W, Si No -
Sciurus	niger W, Si No -

Lissamphibia
Lithobates	catesbeianus So, W, Si Yes ++++
Triturus	carnifex	 So, W, Si Yes ++++

Reptilia
Testudines Si Yes ++
Trachemys	scripta	elegans So Yes ++

Actinopterygii
Babka	gymnotrachelus W, Si Yes +++
Lepomis	cyanellus Si Yes +++
Lepomis	gibbosus	 So Yes +++
Lepomis	macrochirus Si Yes +++
Micropterus	dolomieu Si Yes +++
Micropterus	salmoides W, Si Yes +++
Misgurnus	anguillicaudatus Si Yes +++
Neogobius	melanostomus W Yes +++
Percottus	glenii W, Si Yes +++
Pimephales	promelas W, Si Yes +++
Decapoda
Orconectes	immunis W, Si Yes ++
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Scientific name Listed where? Aquatic? Expected usefulness eDNA
Orconectes	virilis W, Si Yes ++
Procambarus	acutus	/	P.	zonangulus W, Si Yes ++
Procambarus	clarkii So Yes ++

Mollusca
Crassostrea	gigas	 So Yes +++
Dreissena	polymorpha	 So Yes +++
Dreissena	rostriformis	bugensis	 So Yes +++
Mytilopsis	leucophaeata	 So Yes +++
Ocinebrellus	inornatus Si Yes +++
Rapana	venosa Si Yes +++
Urosalpinx	cinerea Si Yes +++
Tunicata
Didemnum	vexillum Si Yes +++

Ctenophora
Mnemiopsis	leidyi So Yes +++

Insecten
Coleoptera
Anoplophora	chinensis	 W, So, Si No -
Agrilus	planipennis	 So, Si No -
Anoplophora	glabripennis W, So, Si No -
Cerambyx	cerdo	 So No -
Diabrotica	virgifera W No -
Gracilia	minuta	 So No -
Harmonia	axyridis	 So No -
Monochamus	galloprovincialis	 So No -
Monochamus	spec. W No -
Monochamus	sutor	 So No -
Nathrius	brevipennis	 So No -
Perigona	nigriceps	 So No -
Plochionus	pallens	 So No -
Syntomus	pallipes	 So No -

Hymenoptera
Lasius	neglectus So No -
Linepithema	humile Si No -
Tapinoma	melanocephalum Si No -
Vespa	velutina W, Si No -

Diptera
Aedes	albopictus W (Yes) +++
Merodon	avidus So No -
Merodon	equestris	 So No -

Orthoptera
Acheta	domesticus	 So No -
Anacridium	aegyptium	 So No -
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Scientific name Listed where? Aquatic? Expected usefulness eDNA

Gryllodes	sigilatus	 So No -
Gryllus	bimaculatus So No -
Locusta	migratoria	 So No -
Meconema	meridionale	 So No -
Tachycines	asynamorus	 So No -

Heteroptera
Corythucha	ciliata		 So No -
Stephanitis	pyrioides		 So No -
Stephanitis	rhododendri	 So No -
Stephanitis	takeyai So No -
Closterotomus	trivialis	 So No -
Tropidosteptes	pacificus	 So No -
Tupiocoris	rhododendri	 So No -
Nysius	huttoni So No -
Leptoglossus	occidentalis So No -

Aranaea
Latrodectus	hasselti W, Si No -
Latrodectus	mactans W, Si No -

Oomycota
Aphanomyces	astaci So Yes +++

So: IAS with extensive description on the website of  the Dutch Species Catalogue
Si: IAS National Early Warning Project IAS  2012-2013 en 2013-2014
W: IAS “alarmlists” Waarneming.nl en Waarnemingen.be

- not useful
+ (potentially) useful (in specific cases)
++ useful 
+++ very useful
++++ very useful and very high detection pro-

babilities
? more study needed
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Table 11.1 does not give a complete overview of  all IAS present in the Netherlands. However, 
with this list, and the information given in this report, it is possible to estimate the potential of  
eDNA as a method for detecting a specific species. The alarm lists, and therefore table 11.1 focus 
on individual species. With a multispecific approach (using eDNA and Next Generation Sequen-
cing), however, a complete list of  species from a specific group can be generated from a water 
sample (chapter 4). This method needs further study and development, but it might be possible to 
screen a complete fish, or plant community, making early warning possible, also for species which 
whose presence is unexpected. Unexpected species are not looked for when using the single 
species eDNA method, leaving room for the species to establish populations without detection. 
 
Plants
There is little experience with the use of  eDNA for species specific research on plants. A difficulty 
with this methods is the production of  pollen in anemophilous plant species, which can be blown 
over long distances, away from the plant, thereby spreading DNA over large areas. Sampling in 
specific periods might prevent the sampling of  non-resident pollen. There is little known about 
the longevity of  DNA in pollen, related to the use of  the eDNA method. This is vital know-
ledge, to prevent the finding of  false positive results. eDNA might be very useful to study IAS in 
aquatic environments, especially where many submerged species grow and/or look very similar 
to indigenous or other IAS species (e.g. Egeria, Hydrilla, Lagarosiphon, Myriophyllum). In these 
circumstances, these species are easily missed or misidentified by traditional monitoring schemes. 
Becasue many of  these species can cause large problems for drainage, nature conservation etc., 
it is very important to detect new population establishments. More research into the possibilities 
of  the use of  eDNA in plant monitoring is highly recommended. Most strictly aquatic plants 
are categorized with “++?”, showing the assumed potential of  eDNA as well as the lack of  
knowledge. From Lagarosiphon major only female plants are known outside its original range, 
therefore no problems with pollen are expected in the Netherlands, listing this species as “+++?”. 
Both Ludwigia  species grow mainly above the water surface, being rooted in shallow riparian 
zones, potentially leaving less DNA in the water than many other IAS. They furthermore they are 
rather conspicuous plants, making eDNA less necessary than for many submerged IAS. However, 
non-reproductive, vegetative plants are difficult to separate, leaving a potential role for eDNA: 
“+?”. Eichhornia crassipes is very easy to find and identify and in winter these plants often freeze 
to death (in the Netherlands), making the use of  eDNA less necessary. Sagittaria latifolia is a large 
marsh plant which is fairly easy to recognize. However, in aquatic habitats it might only form 
elongated leaves, which are difficult to recognize.   

Birds
Because of  the huge numbers of  birders and the well used data entry portals, Waarneming.nl 
and Telmee.nl, special birds including IAS, are quickly detected and recorded. Many birders are 
also focused on (semi)-aquatic birds, leaving little chance for the IAS to stay unnoticed for a 
long period of  time. Because of  the migrating capacities of  birds, eDNA might also be less ap-
plicable. Unlike a positive test for an amphibian or insect, a positive test for a bird is far less in-
formative; it might only point to a single specimen, resting at a certain site for a few days. There-
fore, we assume eDNA is theoretically useful, but in practice it may not be an efficient tool for 
this species group, compared to conventional methods. 

Mammals
Most mammals are terrestrial and eDNA is currently not a suitable method to detect mammals 
in this environment. It is noteworthy that (Thomsen et	al., 2012a) detected eDNA from Cervus 
elaphus in pond water situated in a habitat with a population of  this species, so the method 
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could potentially be extended to other deer IAS. It could probably be used for Mustela vison it 
because of  their semi-aquatic habits, as has been shown for the root vole (Herder et	al., 2013a) 
and otter (Thomsen et	al., 2012a). The same might be true for Procyon lotor, but there is not yet 
any evidence for this.

Amphibians
eDNA is very useful in studies of  amphibians (see chapter 8). Amphibians are often present in 
small water bodies, and have many larvae, which make them ideal species for using the eDNA 
method. In the Netherlands it has been successfully used in studies of	Lithobates	catesbeianus and 
Triturus	carnifex. It could potentially be used for all new IAS which may arrive or are already pre-
sent (e.g. Triturus	marmoratus,	Rana	dalmatina	and	Xenopus	laevis).  

Reptiles
Terrapins are the only aquatic reptiles regularly found in the Netherlands. They do not repro-
duce, but can be present in fairly large numbers at some sites, and are long-lived. In small ponds 
they can be fairly easily found, but in larger and marshy areas it can be difficult. eDNA might 
then be a useful tool. Research on Emys	orbicularis in France has shown that the eDNA method 
can be successfully applied for these terrapins (SPYGEN, unpublished data). 

Fish
eDNA can be very useful in studies of  fish. Many studies have shown high detection probabi-
lities for fish (see chapter 8) It is potentially useful for all species, however some habitats (e.g. 
large rivers, sea) are more challenging to sample than others (e.g. ponds and small streams). The 
potential to take management actions against IAS are also larger in the smaller, and more iso-
lated, habitat types. Besides the fish species listed in table 11.1, eDNA may be useful for other 
IAS in the Netherlands such as Neogobius	kessleri	and Proterorhinus	semilunaris. These species are 
already widespread in the large rivers, but eDNA might be useful to monitor colonization of  
smaller streams, where endangered fish species are threatened. This could be very useful infor-
mation, when deciding wheter or not to abolish migration barriers. eDNA could also be applica-
ble in monitoring IAS in small isolated waters, which are important for animals such as endange-
red amphibians and dragonflies. 

Invertebrates
eDNA can be very useful in the study of  aquatic invertebrates, however more research is nee-
ded to provide a good overview of  possibilities. The method could also be used to screen tire, 
lucky-bamboo imports and  ballast water in ships for the possible presence of  Aedes albopictus 
and many other IAS. A disadvantage in using this method for these purposes is the relatively 
long time period required between sampling and the laboratory results (mostly weeks but at least 
days).

Schimmels	en	andere	ziekteverwekkers
Aphanomyces	astaci is the only pathogen listed on any of  the alarm lists used. Easy detection of  
this fungus might be helpful when deciding wether or not to reintroduce the highly endangered 
crayfish Astacus	astacus (which was almost extinct in the Netherlands due to this fungus). eDNA 
is  also expected to be useful in detecting the highly infectious fungi Batrachochytrium	dendrobatidis,	
B.	salamandrivorans and Ranavirus . Development of  primers to detect these and other pathogens, 
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for example the fish parasite Sphaerotecum	destruens and possibly specific viruses, would be very 
worthwhile

Figure	11.1:	the	eDNA	method	is	expected	to	be	useful	to	detect	amphibian	diseases.	
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Conclusions and recommendations

This final chapter summarizes the pros and cons of  the eDNA method when compared to con-
ventional methods. Furthermore, it describes the current state of  the methodology in terms of  its 
applicability to commissioned projects (i.e. not pilot studies). Finally we give perspectives for the 
future, and document fields in which more research is needed. 

Advantages of the eDNA method

The eDNA method offers several advantages over conventional methods. These advantages are 
listed and briefly described below:

Higher	detection	probability
Many studies found higher detection probabilities using the eDNA method compared to tradi-
tional methods (e.g. (Dejean et	al., 2012; Herder et	al., 2013b; Jerde et	al., 2011). Figure 12.1 sche-
matically illustrates the advantage of  this higher chance of  detection with eDNA when compared 
to traditional methods (drawn after Darling and Mahon, 2011). This does not apply to all species, 
but is especially true for rare and secretive species (see chapter 8). This is the case for IAS at early 
stages of  the invasion. Therefore, the eDNA method is highly applicable for use in surveys and 
monitoring of  IAS. However, it must be noted that detection probabilities differ between species 
(see chapter 8), and habitats (see chapter 9). Another benefit linked to the higher detection proba-
bility is that negative results (the conclusion that a species is absent) are more reliable with eDNA. 
This is also very important in IAS studies, especially for early warning systems and inventories, 
and to monitor the success of  eradication efforts (Van Delft and Creemers, 2013, 2012; Van Delft 
and Herder, 2014)

Figure	12.1:	Schematic	advantage	of 	the	higher	detection	probability	with	the	eDNA	method	compared	to	trad-
tional	methods	(drawn	after	Darling	and	Mahon,	2011).		

12

12.1
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Cost	efficiency
As described in chapter 10, the eDNA method can be significantly cheaper and less time consu-
ming than conventional methods. Again this especially applies for rare and secretive species and 
not for species that are easy to monitor with conventional methods (like birds) or species that 
do not expel large amounts of  DNA into the surroundings, due to their size or physiology for 
example. 

Species	specificity
Taxonomic knowledge is becoming ever more scarce, which increases the need for new approa-
ches. Using the eDNA method, if  primers designed for use have been thoroughly validated, and 
precautions taken for adequate quality control (see chapter 3), then identification of  species is 
confirmed by species specific primers. In such cases no further taxonomic knowledge is needed 
and mistakes in identification can be prevented.

Increased	taxonomic	resolution
Identification based on morphological characteristics can be challenging or impossible to spe-
cies level for many taxa. This is especially true for eggs and juvenile or sub-adult forms, as most 
identification keys focus on adult specimens. In these cases conventional methods have limited 
taxonomic resolution, in some cases restricted to identification to genus or family level (Ryan 
M. Caesar, 2006). DNA based identification, depending on the primers used, can often provide 
higher taxonomic resolution than conventional methods, thereby distinguishing between species 
that cannot be achieved based on morphological characteristics.

Applicable	in	more	diverse	water	types
Conventional methods often have limitations in their applicability in different water types. For 
example, densely vegetated waters are extremely hard to monitor, as nets cannot be used and 
electrofishing is less effective. Electrofishing is also limited to water with low salinity. The eDNA 
method is not affected by these limitations, and can prove especially useful in situations where 
conventional methods fail (Bijkerk et	 al., 2013). Moreover, eDNA sampling can be performed 
at any time of  the day, while some conventional methods are restricted to certain periods (e.g. 
auditory monitoring of  amphibians often has to be done at night. In some cases, eDNA can also 

Figure	12.2:	Larvae	of 	amphibians	can	be	hard	to	identify.	
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be applied in periods of  the year in which species cannot be monitored with traditional methods. 
For example the larvae of  dragonflies can be present in the water and monitored with the eDNA 
method outside the period that adults can be found (current monitoring is mostly based on sear-
ching for adults).  

Figure	12.3:	As	dragonflies	have	larvae	in	the	water	the	period	in	which	they	can	be	monitored	can	be	extended	
using	the	eDNA	method.			

Non	invasiveness
The eDNA method is non-invasive. Organisms do not have to be caught in order to detect their 
presence, and habitats are often virtually untouched by sampling. This is an important advantage 
over traditional methods, which can cause stress to target organisms, and any unintended bycatch. 
Furthermore, traditional methods can be destructive to habitats (e.g. trawling on sea bottoms (Jo-
nes, 1992), or intensive dip-netting through fragile and rare water vegetation). As species do not 
have to be caught, there is no need for special authorization for handling of  (protected) species 
as with traditional approaches. 

Reduction	of 	the	risk	of 	spread	of 	IAS	and	diseases
With the eDNA method, DNA-free materials are used between locations and many precautions 
are taken to prevent contamination with DNA. This also helps to reduce the risk of  unintentional 
translocations of  IAS, or transmission of  pathogens into new areas. For example, the infecti-
ous amphibian disease chytridiomycosis, caused by the fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatides, 
could be introduced into new areas by conventional field gear that is not disinfected (St-Amour 
et	al., 2008; St-Hilaire et	al., 2009) or small IAS or viable fragments of  invasive alien plant species 
such as Australian swamp crop (Crassula helmsii) could potentially be transported and introduced 
through nets and fykes. 
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Disadvantages of the eDNA method

No method is perfect and the eDNA method also has some disadvantages when compared to 
conventional methods. Below these disadvantages are listed and briefly described.

Quantification
The relationship between the density of  a species and the amount of  eDNA it releases into its 
environment has been proven in several aquarium and mesocosmos experiments (e.g. Takahara et	
al., 2012; Thomsen et	al., 2012a). However, under field conditions there are many different factors 
that influence the persistence and dilution of  eDNA. As eDNA is often patchy distributed in its 
environment, the sampling strategy can also strongly influence the amount of  DNA found in the 
samples (e.g. when a sample, by chance, is taken close to an animal, higher eDNA levels will be 
found than sampling further away). Therefore, eDNA can only offer some indications of  trends 
in densities at present. It should be noted that traditional methods are often not suitable for good 
densities estimates either (see chapter 6). 

Life	stages,	demographic	structure	or	population	fecundity	
The eDNA method is only capable of  detecting the presence or absence of  a species. Contrary 
to conventional methods, no information can be collected on life stages, demographic structure 
of  the population, fecundity or health of  the target species. This can be an important limitation 
if  additional information is needed, for example reproductive success of  a species. For IAS it is 
especially important to know if  an IAS is reproducing (which suggests that establishment of  a 
species is likely) or not. 

Figure	12.3:	Using	traditional	methods	it	is	possible	to	gather	information	on	life	stages	and	reproductive	succes.	

12.2
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Identification	of 	hybrids
As eDNA studies target mainly mitochondrial DNA (due to its much higher abundance when 
compared to nuclear ribosomal DNA), the method cannot differentiate between hybrids and 
their maternal species (see chapter 2). Conventional methods can sometimes use morphological 
characteristics to identify hybrids. However, this can often be very challenging and is prone to er-
rors in cases where the hybrids look very similar to one of  the parent species (Meilink et	al., 2013). 
With eDNA  the presence of  DNA of  both parent species at one location  can determined, from 
which it can be deduced that it is likely that hybrids are present (for species that are known to 
easily hybridize)(Van Delft and Herder, 2014). 

Involvement	in	nature	conservation
To be able to protect rare and endangered species, broad support from citizens is indispensable. In 
order to raise funds, and get cooperation for conservation efforts, people have to support them. 
Using the eDNA method species themselves do not have to be observed to detect their presence. 
This brings a risk that, if  eDNA becomes the only applied method, species would become no 
more than a number in the administration of  governments, and NGO’s, thereby, losing support 
for their conservation. Raising understanding, and even emotional associations, of  the species, by 
showing them to the general public is crucial for long-term successful conservation. Conventional 
methods generate more involvement, since species can be displayed during excursions, or pho-
tographed. NGO’s like RAVON, Dutch Butterfly Conservation, the Dutch Mammal Society and 
FLORON have thousands of  skilled volunteers that collect data on species and are committed 
to the conservation of  their favourite species. In other words: why would one want to protect a 
species that only exists as a DNA-sequence in a database?

Collateral	knowledge
Because eDNA is so efficient, and so species specific, usually no information will be gathered 
other than the sole knowledge about presence or absence of  the target species (species specific 
approach) or targeted group (multispecific approach). This is in contrast to traditional methods 
that require extensive field visits. With dip-netting or the use of  fykes, for example, unexpected, 
scarce or otherwise relevant species, are found. With traditional methods animals are handled, 
enabling the fieldworker to observe their fitness or the possible presence of  diseases. In this way,  
after such observations of  fieldworkers and vollunteers, outbreaks of  Ranavirus (Kik et	al., 2011) 
and the new fungus Batrachochytrium	salamandrivorans (Martel et	al., 2013) were discovered in the 
Netherlands. 

Figure	12.4:	Batrachochytrium	salamandrivorans	 is	a	deadly	dissease	 for	fire	 salamanders	and	was	discovered	
because	vollunteers	found	dead	fire	salamanders	and	reported	them.	
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Current state of the eDNA method in terms of applicability 

As illustrated in this report, the reliability of  the eDNA method, and its often very high detection 
probability, has been shown in many studies on different taxa and in different habitats. Just like 
traditional methods, the eDNA method has its limitations and for some species and habitats more 
research is needed to come to a reliable assay from sampling to result. As always, people show 
restraint in implementing new methods. For a good reason, methods should first be well validated 
before being implemented in studies that rely on their results for decision making. Many studies 
have shown that eDNA is a reliable method that can provide high detection probabilities (e.g. 
Goldberg et	al., 2011; Herder et	al., 2013b; Santas et	al., 2013; Thomsen et	al., 2012a). However, 
like conventional methods, detection is not always flawless (false negatives) but detection proba-
bilities with eDNA are often far higher than those obtained with conventional methods. There 
is no reason to demand flawless detection, and absolute certainty regarding which factors could 
possibly cause false negatives, as these are not demands made of  conventional methods either. 
For example, detection probabilities for the weatherfish (Misgurnus	fossilis) with conventional me-
thods are estimated to be below 50% (see chapter 10). We can not give an exact, or certain, reason 
why the method fails for the other 50% of  the time, when the fish are present but not detected. 
Detection probabilities using eDNA are far higher, with an estimated average chance of  detection 
being 87,5% (De Bruin et	al., 2014; Herder et	al., 2012b). Hence, outcomes are more reliable, even 
though we might not completely understand the reasons for false negatives (detection failure) 
with eDNA. 

There should be no restraint in implementing the method for surveying and monitoring species 
for which the methodology, from sampling through to analysis, have been well validated in pilot 
studies, as long as the same, tested, methods are used and precautions taken (see checklist sum-
mary). 

In the Netherlands this has already been done for the endangered weatherfish (Misgurnus	fossilis) 
(De Bruin et	al., 2014), common spadefoot (Pelobates	fuscus) (Herder, 2013) and great crested newt 
(Triturus	cristatus) (Herder et	al., 2013d), and for the IAS American bullfrog (Lithobates	catesbeianus) 
(Van Delft and Creemers, 2013) and the IAS Italian crested newt (Triturus carnifex) (Van Delft 
and Herder, 2014). Figure 12.2 illustrates that the eDNA method has already been used all over 
the Netherlands. There are also many examples of  successful implementation of  the eDNA me-
thod in large surveys and monitoring in other countries (e.g. (Jerde et	al., 2013; Minamoto et	al., 
2012a; Santas et	al., 2013). For some other species, more research might be needed to improve 
the reliability (detection chance) of  the eDNA method. For new species, validation of  the eDNA 
method should be carried out following the three steps (in vitro, in silico and in situ) described in 
chapter 3. 

Perspectives for the future

As increasing numbers of  research groups and organizations focus on eDNA, it is expected that 
primers for more species will rapidly become available. Fundamental research on factors that 
influence the persistence of  eDNA and the dispersion of  eDNA in different environments will 
quickly build up knowledge on eDNA. This will help to improve sampling protocols, and incre-
ase the understanding of  the relationship between DNA-quantities and densities of  organisms. 
The eDNA method shows a great potential for early detection of  IAS (Dejean et	al., 2012; Fi-
cetola et	al., 2008; Jerde et	al., 2011) and monitoring of  endangered species (e.g. Thomsen et	al., 

12.3
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2012a). Multispecific approaches that use Next Generation Sequencing could be implemented 
for screening for IAS without a prior knowledge of  which species to expect. Also, extensive da-
tasets for biodiversity assessments can be generated with, possibly, higher taxonomic resolution 
and lower costs. Currently indicator species are often used for assessing the quality of  a habitat 
(e.g. in the Water Framework Directive), in the future it may be possible to consider the complete 
biodiversity present. We expect that, for many rare and secretive species (like IAS), and complex 
taxonomic groups, surveys will rely on (eDNA)(meta)barcoding more and more in the future. 
For species that are easy to monitor with conventional methods it is expected that, at least in the 
short term, the conventional methods will remian more cost-effective. Also for studies for which 
information on growth, fecundity and health is needed, conventional methods are currently the 
only reasonable approach.

Given the advantages and drawbacks discussed above, an important point emerges regarding the 
integration of  traditional methods, and taxonomic and ecological expertise, with the powerful 
potential of  eDNA. Only by integrating thorough knowledge on species biology, can the results 
obtained through eDNA studies be fruitful in conservation and monitoring. If  the aim is more 
efficient and faster conservation, monitoring and early warning systems for species and ecosys-
tems, it is necessary to view eDNA as a supplement rather than a replacement, or competitor, to 
traditional monitoring and conservation.  

Figure	12.5:	Locations	on	which	RAVON	has	sampled	with	the	eDNA	method	between	2011	and	2013	for	a		
a	variaty	of 	species	and	in	a	variety	of 	habitats.	
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Further research

Further research is needed to improve sampling strategies, both general research on different 
habitats, as well as species specific research that focuses on the best sampling strategies for the 
species in question (e.g. which time of  the year or where to sample within a habitat). Studies are 
needed to further investigate the relationship between quantity of  eDNA and densities of  species, 
and also on factors that influence eDNA persistence and dispersion in different habitats. Pilot 
studies should be undertaken to thoroughly test and validate the eDNA method for new species 
(see chapter 3). Finally, efforts should be made to improve reference databases. Not only do the 
public databases contain many errors, but often they are also restricted to sequencing genes that 
are not usable for eDNA metabarcoding (see chapter 4). 

As shown in this report, the eDNA method represents an enormous potential for monitoring 
IAS and endangered species. It is likely that the eDNA methodology, which has already been 
implemented with success, will be further developed in the near future, leading to higher detec-
tion probabilities and reliability. However, it must be noted that working with such rare DNA is 
challenging, even more so because DNA is invisible throughout the process, even in final analysis 
stages (and therefore it is harder to detect false positives and negatives).  Results obtained in other 
studies cannot be translated directly to other studies in which different primers, sampling strate-
gies, lab- and field protocols, etc. are used.  It is therefore of  utmost importance to validate and 
streamline the methodologies used (from fieldwork all the way up to analysis), before implemen-
ting it into surveys and other projects. We included a checklist in the summary that provides some 
guidance on how to set up a reliable assay. 

12.5
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